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TRACECA Transport Model description

1 Introduction
As part of the TRACECA IDEA Project, PTV has been commissioned to build a multimodal 
freight model for the TRACECA area. This includes the development of a base year model 
for 2008 as well as forecast models for the time horizons 2020 and 2030. The freight model 
calculates multimodal freight ton flows allowing for the assessment of proposed infrastructure 
measures and policies.

The purpose of this document is to describe the freight model approach in detail and to 
present the model results, both for base year and forecast model.

The document is structured as follows:

After describing the purpose of the model and the major input data in the following two 
chapters, in section 4 the general approach is introduced that has been applied for the freight 
model. Section 5 provides a detailed description of the components of the freight model. 
Firstly, the demand model and its calculation steps are presented; secondly the VISUM 
network model and its elements are described. In the following section 6 an outlook on the 
calibration and validation process is given, while in section 7 the results of the base year 
model are presented. Finally, section 8 provides a description of the forecast model approach 
and the forecast results.

2 Purpose of the Model
The TRACECA IDEA freight model has been developed as a strategic planning tool to 
calculate the volumes of transported goods considering both domestic flows and import / 
export / transit flows. It allows for assessing the impact of large scale (trans-national) 
infrastructure measures in the TRACECA area.

Due to the large extensions of the study area and the accordant size of the traffic zones, 
local traffic (such as inner-city traffic) is not subject of the transport model. For the same 
reason, logistic processes (e.g. local delivery from distribution centres, stock holding, detailed 
marshalling) are not considered by the model in detail.

3 Input Data

3.1 Data Collection and Review
At first a comprehensive screening and reviewing process of data collected within preceding 
TRACECA (and WORLDNET) projects was conducted, followed mainly by internet research 
by PTV and TRT. In parallel, a request for data and information related to TRACECA 
countries was distributed among National Secretaries. The later aimed to get official approval 
for the data already collected too.
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In Table 1 the major data sources that have been used for the freight model development are 
listed.

Data Source Content Countries

Central Asia Logistics Projects Transport flows between countries Central Asian

Perishable Goods Project Transport flows of perishable goods Central Asian

TRACECA Atlas Import / export volumes TRACECA

WORLDNET Network data; transport flows TRACECA

Western NIS Trade and transport data TRACECA, Europe

IRU Nelti Report Transport times TRACECA

Traffle Flows Project Structural and transport data TRACECA

Output of mineral industry; location of major 
generators

Minerals Yearbook TRACECA

COM EXT Statistics Import/export flows by commodity (tonnes 
and monetary values)

EU and partner countries

UN COMTRADE Statistics Import/export flows by commodity (tonnes 
and monetary values)

TRACECA and partner 
countries

Several yearbooks and official 
statistics

Structural data, production figures, trade data, 
transport data

TRACECA, China, Russia

Table 1: Available data sources

Data collection and review was focused on obtaining valid and coherent (especially time wise 
and with respect to inquiry methods) information. Due to these requirements partly external 
sources (e.g. FAO and CIA World Factbook statistics) delivering coherent data for all 
TRACECA as well as for neighbouring countries were preferred.

Generally all data necessary for modelling traffic demand have to be determined for all 
internal (TRACECA countries and South Russia) traffic zones. Nevertheless, numerous 
information were merely available on national level and had to be distributed on traffic zones 
using appropriate indicators and factors.

Despite this extensive data collection process not all required data was available for all 
countries in the same quality and completeness. However, although facing the problem of 
data gaps and missing information a data basis could be derived, which is adequate for the 
requirements of the TRACECA IDEA freight model.

L.J

И

3.2 Major Input Data
Below, the major input data is specified that has been used for the freight traffic calculation. 

Population data on TZ level

► Urban / rural population (source: national statistics)

► Split of population into prosperity groups

TRT Trasporti e Territorio in association with:
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The split of the population into 12 prosperity groups has been determined based on national 
GDP figures and prosperity indicators. It allows for a differentiated demand calculation 
depending on specific consumption factors for each prosperity group. Furthermore, proposed 
changes of prosperity and living standards and the resulting changes of the demand can be 
adequately considered for forecast calculations.

Figure 1 shows the different population composition of the TRACECA countries.

г i

Figure 1: Split of Population Prosperity Groups per Country

Production figures of agriculture and forestry

► Yearly output of major agriculture and forestry products (sources: FAO; national 
statistics)

Output of industrial production

► Location of major industrial freight generators and their output capacities (source: 
Mineral Industry Yearbook, own investigations)

► Industrial production by commodity on national level (in some cases on regional 
level) (sources: Mineral Industry Yearbook, national statistics, own investigations)

Construction activities

Based on the current and proposed population growth, the required construction activities 
have been determined on national and TZ level for the base year and the forecast years.

r

г
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Figure 2: Construction activities

Import/ Export statistics

► Ton flows on national level by commodity (sources: UN COMTRADE; COMEXT)

4 General Approach

4.1 Commodities and Logistic Systems
Commodities

The TRACECA IDEA Freight Model follows a disaggregated approach to calculate the freight 
volumes. Since freight transport as a whole is a very complex and heterogeneous process, it 
has been divided into different commodities for model calculation.

Freight Transport

Commodity 1 Commodity 2 Commodity 3 Commodity n• • •

Figure 3: Disaggregation of Freight Transport to Commodities
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The freight model calculation is conducted separately for each commodity. The model covers 
about 50 different commodities, which are listed in Table 2.

Commodity TypeCommodityCommodity Code
AgricultureCerealsW002

AgricultureW003 Potatoes

AgricultureW004 Pulses

AgricultureW005 Vegetables

AgricultureW007 Fruits

WÖ08 Oil Crops Agriculture

AgricultureW009 Cotton

Food & BeveragesW010 Meat

Vegetable Oil Food & BeveragesW011

Food & BeveragesW012 Food products

Food & BeveragesLuxury food productsWD13

WoodW014 Raw wood

W015 Processed wood Wood

WoodW016 Wood products

WoodW017 Paper

W018 Paper Pulp Wood

EnergyCoalW019

EnergyW020 Natural gas

EnergyW021 Crude oil

EnergyOil productsW022

Raw MaterialsW023 Phosphate

Iron Ore Raw MaterialsW024

W025 Copper Ore Raw Materials

Raw MaterialsW026 Bauxite

Raw MaterialsW029 Crude steel

Copper Raw MaterialsW030

Raw MaterialsAluminiumW031

Raw MaterialsW039 Asbestos

Other Minerals Raw MaterialsW040

Raw MaterialsW041 Salt

Raw MaterialsSulphurW042

Other Ores Raw MaterialsW043

W044 Other Metals Raw Materials

Annex to Final Report, October 2012
TRACECA Transport Model description and user manual
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Commodity Code Commodity Commodity Type

Construction Steel Metal ProductsW045

W046 Steel tubes Metal Products

Other SteelW047 Metal Products

W048 Metal Products Metal Products

ConstructionW049 Cement

ConstructionW050 Other construction material

W051 Fertilizer & Chemical ProductsFertilizer

Chemical productsW052 Fertilizer & Chemical Products

Passenger Cars Consumer GoodsW053

Consumer GoodsWO 54 Heavy Vehicles

Consumer GoodsW055 Machinery

Consumer GoodsW056 Textile Products

White Goods Consumer GoodsW057

Other Consumer Goods Consumer GoodsW058

W060 Others Consumer Goods

Table 2: Commodities for freight model

Logistic Systems
As described more detailed in Section 5.1.4, the mode and route choice during the 
assignment step are mainly controlled by the transport costs. Different sets of transport costs 
are defined for the following logistic systems.

Logistic System Comment
Transport of crude oilFluid: crude oil

Transport of oil products (e.g. petroleum)Fluid: oil products

Fluid: food Transport of fluid food products

Bulk: raw materials Transport of dry, unpacked materials in large quantities (iron ore)

Transport of bulk construction materials (e.g. cement)Bulk: construction materials

Bulk: food and fodder Transport of dry, unpacked agricultural & food products (e.g. cereals)

Bagged cargo Transport of bagged goods in bagged pieces

Container Transport of goods in containers (e.g. consumer goods)

Transport of goods requiring special vehicles (e.g. machinery)Special truck

TRT Trasporti e Territorio in association with:
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Logistic System Comment
Transport of perishable food productsFresh food

Transport of natural gasNatural gas

Table 3: Logistic Systems

Commodities with the same characteristics regarding physical conditions and transportability 
are allocated to one of the logistic systems above and its set of transport costs. It is possible 
to open or close specific transport modes and links (e.g. transhipment links and transfer 
centres) for certain logistic systems.

4.2 Transport Modes
The freight model considers all relevant transport modes for freight traffic, including:

► Road

► Rail

► Ship

► Pipeline

For each mode there is a separate network, while transfer links allow for transshipment of 
goods between different modes at transfer locations like ports and transfer hubs.

5 Model Components

TRACECA IDEA Freight Model

Demand Model

VISUM 11
- Network elements, attributes and parameters
- assignment results

Excel (VBA) + VISEVA
- script based control of freight generation, 

distribution, assignment (mode and route choice)

Components of TRACECA IDEA freight modelFigure 4:
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The TRACECA IDEA freight model consists of two components: 

► Demand Model

► Network Model

The demand model calculates ton flow matrices per commodity based on land use data 
input, network parameters and transport costs. The network model contains all elements of 
the network supply.

Both components are described in detail in the following sections.

5.1 Demand Model

в c D E F 6 H
I jJ К L M

: TRACECA
Д
2
3 Currently there are 41 out of M i 

and 11 otit of 11 logistic * у «feme

START CALCULATION number of zones:
e 2. number of commodities:

60

numer of vehicle s/modes
P 3. Cäntetr. Wpsper ta—odty number of logistic systems

11

transshipment-bnIts

j

~

VI SUM-Call:
Мале. 115 z.

External Muub-call require* -scnptmuulı di' registration 
Internal MuuU-саИ requires more memory capacity

Figure 5: Control file user interface

The demand model consists of two Excel files:

1. Land use data file

► contains all relevant land use data on TZ level (population groups, freight 
generators, production capacities, etc.)

► provides vectors of production and consumption volumes as result of the freight 
generation calculation to the control file

TRT Trasporti e Territorio in association with:
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2. Control file

► VBA script based control of all modelling steps

► Allocation of commodities to logistic systems

► Definition of transport costs per logistic system

► User interface for control of calculation steps (see Figure 5)

5.1.1 Modelling Steps
The following figure demonstrates the main steps of the freight traffic calculation, the required 
input data and the resulting output of each step. These steps are calculated separately for 
each commodity to take into consideration their specific characteristics regarding freight 
generation, distribution and assignment (incl. route and mode choice).

Calculation Steps OutputInput
i

Production and 
Consumption 

Volumes per TZ [t/a]
Land Use Data 

perTZ ♦ 1. Freight Generation -*■

Vу

Impedance 
between TZs

_ Flows between 
Traffic Zones [t/d]♦ 2. Freight Distribution -

—i

Flows per Link and 
~ *“ Transport Mode [t/d]

3. Assignment 
including Route and 

Mode Choice

iTransport Costs, 
Network Parameters

+■
■

i
Figure 6: Calculation steps of freight model

First, the generated volumes [t/a] per traffic zone are determined. The result is for each 
commodity one vector with the production volume of each traffic zone and another vector 
with the consumption volumes.

In the freight distribution step, the volumes of these two vectors are distributed with a gravity 
model between the traffic zones. As a result, there are ton flow matrices for each commodity, 
which are assigned to the multimodal network in the last step.

Besides the ton flow matrices generated for freight traffic between TRACECA countries and 
TRACECA countries and external countries matrices were calculated for freight traffic

Annex to Final Report, October 2012
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between external zones which traverse TRACECA countries. The matrices were derived 
from statistics for base year 2008 and factored for the forecast horizons.

In the assignment step the optimal route is chosen for each commodity and OD relation, 
depending on the network parameters and transport costs. It is always the most cost efficient 
route and transport mode selected, which can also be a combination of different modes with 
transhipments within the transport chain. The assignment is an iterative process with a 
feedback to the freight distribution step.

Besides the outer iteration steps there is also an inner iteration for the assignment procedure. 
Even though an equilibrium assignment procedure is employed, this stil requires several 
iteration steps in order to ensure that the superimposition of flows from all commodities does 
not lead to implausible results.

As a result of the iterations and the assignments, ton flows per link and transport mode are 
determined.

5.1.2 Freight Traffic Generation

General Approach

In practice, the reasons for the transport of goods are the different locations of production 
and consumption of a certain good and the resulting need of exchange.

Hence, as a first step of the demand calculation, the generated volumes per traffic zone are 
determined for each commodity. This is done both for the production side (also referred to as 
origin side) and the consumption side (also referred to as destination side).

In general, the determination of origin and destination vectors is conducted in 2 steps:

1. Determine production and consumption volumes on national level for each TRACECA 
country

2. Break down of these national volumes to TZ level

For the TRACEA area as a whole as well as for each country, there is the constraint, that the 
total generated volume of all origin zones must equal the total generated volume of all 
destination zones. While the origin volumes consist of local production volumes and import 
volumes, destination volumes are the sum of local consumption and export.

У FreightVolumesn = У Freight Volumes n
j

У Local Pr oduction + У Import = У LocalConsumption + У Export
' i j j

where

O; D origin; destination
index for origin traffic zone 
index for destination traffic zone

i
J
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The import and export volumes per commodity for each country are determined from the UN 
COMTRADE statistics. Local production and consumption are either given by statistics, 
calculated by multiplying land use data and generation factors or determined by the balance 
between local production / import and local consumption / export (see formula above).

The production and consumption volumes on national level are broken down to TZ level by 
the distribution of the decisive land uses for each commodity.

Z (LUP ■ RP ) + YjImport = Yj (LUc ‘ Rc ) + Z ExPort

i i j j

where

LUP decisive land use for local production 
production rate 

LUC decisive land use for local consumption
Rc consumption rate

Depending on the type of commodity and on whether the local production or consumption is 
to be calculated, decisive land uses can be as follows:

► Population (rural / urban)

► Output / capacities of production facilities

► Construction activities

Thus, calculating the local production and consumption per zone and adding the 
import/export volumes, for each commodity two vectors are generated. One includes the 
generated origin volumes per zone, the other vector the generated destination volumes.

Below, the calculation of production and consumption for different types of commodities is 
specified.

Rp

Agricultural products and food

For agricultural products the national production figures are known from FAO statistics. The
demand calculation for agricultural and food products is subject to the following assumptions:

► Agricultural and food production takes place in rural areas; hence the rural population is 
the decisive land use to break down national production to traffic zones.

► There is a self-supply of the rural population, which is not relevant for the freight model. 
Thus, the decisive land use is the urban population.

► The demand highly depends on the prosperity and living standards of the population. This 
issue is adequately considered by having a different split of prosperity groups for each 
country (refer to Figure 1) and applying specific consumption rates for each prosperity 

group.
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Wood and paper

For wood, wood products and paper the national production figures are known from FAO
statistics. The demand calculation for wood, wood products and paper is subject to the
following assumptions:

► Wood and processed wood production takes place in rural areas; hence where given the 
forested areas and the rural population otherwise are the decisive land uses to break 
down national production to traffic zones.

► The production of wood products, paper and paper pulp is broken down to traffic zones by 
the mean values of urban and rural population.

► The consumption of raw wood and processed wood is closely related to and broken down 
to traffic zones according to the production of processed wood and wood products 
respectively.

► The consumption of wood products and paper is related to the ultimate consumer, hence 
the total population.

Industry products

For the industrial products the national production figures are known from National Statistics 
and the Mineral Industry Yearbook.

Given the balance constraint, the national production is calculated as follows

у LocalConsumption = ^ Local Pr eduction + ^ Import - ^ Export
j ' ' j

To break down the national production to TZ level, the production capacities per TZ are taken 
as decisive land use. Therefore, for each commodity the locations and output capacities of 
major production facilities have been determined and allocated to the traffic zones.

To break down the national consumption to TZ level, the production capacities or the urban 
population per TZ are taken as decisive land use. Primary production processes of major 
commodities have been taken into account to distribute the goods on the destination side 
according to the output of the related production facilities. This applies for example for the 
following production processes:

► Iron ore + coal crude steel -> steel products

► Bauxite + coal -> alumina

► Copper ore -> copper concentrate + coal -> copper

► Crude oil -> petrol products

For production processes (mainly secondary production) where there is no information about 
single production facilities, the urban population has been taken as decisive land use to 
break down the national consumption to TZ level. This is due to the assumption that the 
production of industrial goods is mainly conducted by the urban population.
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Construction materials

For determining the production vector, the same approach like for the industrial products is 
followed. On the consumption side, the determined construction activities on TZ level are 
used as decisive land use.

Consumer goods
The demand per country highly depends on the prosperity and living standards of the 
population. This issue is adequately considered by having a different split of prosperity 
groups for each country (refer to Figure 1) and applying specific consumption rates for each 
prosperity group.

Given the constraint above the national production is calculated as follows

Local Pr oduction - ^ LocalConsumption + ^ Export - ^ Import
i j У

The demand highly depends on the prosperity and living standards of the population. This 
issue is adequately considered by having a different split of prosperity groups for each 
country (refer to Figure 1) and applying specific consumption rates for each prosperity group

Given the balance constraint, the national production is calculated as follows:

^ Local Pr oduction = ^ LocalConsumption + ^ Export - ^ Import
İ İ У i

To break down the national production to TZ level, the urban population has been taken as 
decisive land use, because it is assumed that the production of consumer goods is mainly 
conducted by the urban population.

The following figure shows the freight demand as generated for Base Year 2008 for 
commodity groups.

Generated Freight Demand Base Year 2008 [Mio tons]
ISO 250 300 350100 2000 50

Agriculture

Energy (Crude Oil,.-.

Energy (Coalr..

Metal Products

J
■ 2008

Others

Wood, Wood Products,..

Figure 7: Base Year 2008: Generated Freight Demand
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5.1.3 Freight Traffic Distribution
Like traffic generation, distribution calculation is applied successively and separately for each 
commodity. Using a gravity model, the generated origin and destination volumes per zone 
are distributed, resulting in yearly ton flows between the traffic zones.

As gravity model the PTV VISION software VISEVA is used. It is automatically started by the 
control file and calculates ton flow matrices for each commodity.

Trip distribution calculation is carried out in 2 steps:

1. Calculation of evaluation matrix based on a skim matrix including the impedances 
between traffic zones

2. Calculation of trip matrix (yearly ton flows) based on the evaluation matrix and the 
origin and destination volumes

As skim matrices a monetary impedance matrix calculated from the VISUM network model is 
applied. The matrix values in [Euro] are calculated with the following impedance function.

wij = Zcfix +Z(Len§th 'Ckm) + X(Time Ch)

where

Wij impedance between traffic zone i and traffic zone j [€] 
fix costs [€] 
distance costs [€/km/t]

Ch time costs [€/km/h]

To consider impedances that are not network related, but that are caused by political issues, 
economic relations or other influence additional impedance matrices can be added to the 
distance matrix.

Cfix

Ckm

5.1.4 Freight Traffic Assignment and Mode Choice

General Approach

The route and mode choice are conducted simultaneously in the assignment step. The ton 
flow matrices of each commodity are assigned to the multi-modal network with an equilibrium 
assignment procedure.

The mode choice decision for a certain commodity and origin-destination relation is based on 
the transport costs. It is always the most cost efficient route and transport mode chosen. This 
can be either a direct transport with one transport system or a multimodal chain with a 
combination of transport modes and transhipments in between.

The assignment step is repeated several times in an iterative process to consider changes of 
transport times (and costs) due to capacity restrictions of the network.
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Transport Costs

О

r—1
i

Figure 8: Composition of total transport costs

As illustrated in Figure 8, the total transport costs, which are the determining factors for the 
route and mode choice during the assignment, consist of:

► Time costs (mode specific time related costs + commodity specific loss in value)

► Distance costs (mode specific distance related transport costs)

► Handling costs (costs for loading/unloading and transshipment)

For a detailed description which transport costs have been determined, refer to Section 5.2.4.

Assignment Procedure - Iterative Route and Mode Choice
The transport costs are allocated to the network links by the control file. Different sets of 
transport costs consider:

► The link attributes (permitted transport mode; transfer link) and

► The logistic system, the commodity is allocated to

As noted before, the ton flow matrices of each commodity are assigned to the multi-modal 
network with an iterative equilibrium assigning procedure, resulting in the most cost-efficient 
route and mode choice for each OD relation.
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NETWORK MODEL FREIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
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Figure 9: Composition of total transport costs

Figure 9 demonstrates the input data, the steps and the two feedback loops of the 
assignment procedure. The procedure runs through several iteration steps in each loop. In 
the first step all ton flow matrices (including the external freight flow matrices) are fully 
assigned to the VISUM network, resulting in total link volumes [t/d].

During the equilibrium assignment for each commodity, VISUM automatically adjusts the link 
transport times and waiting times according to a Volume Delay Function (VDF). This VDF 
describes the correlation between the current traffic volume q and the capacity qmax. The VDF 
is used to calculate the travel time tCur in the loaded network.

Three different VDF are used for different link types:

1. Constant VDF (no change in travel times) for border crossings, ship connections and 
pipelines

2. BPR1-VDF for road and rail links:

= t0 - (l + a-satb)t cur

where

average travel time without time penalties
travel time in loaded network (including capacity related time penalties)

to

tcur
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sat link saturation f

The function parameters a and b of the BPR1-VDF are defined in the model as follows: 

a = 2, b = 3,

3. Exponential VDF for transhipment links:
e a ■ sat 

tcur =t0+ —— 1sat < satcrjt

aiSatcrite
+ d • (sat-sat) cur b crit1 =t+ sat > satcrit

where

t0 average travel time without time penalties
tCUr travel time in loaded network (including capacity related time penalties) 
sat link saturation
satcrit critical link saturation

The function parameters a and b of the exponential VDF are defined in the model as follows:

a = 5, b = 5, d=2000, satcrit=150%

Figure 10 shows the BPR1-volume delay function and its resulting speed reduction factor 
depending on the link saturation.

Figure 10: Volume Delay Function

After each commodity has been assigned, the total flows are used to calculate new link 
times. A proportion (defined by the learning parameter) of the resulting increase is added to 
the link times as a penalty. The recalculated transport times result in modified transport 
costs, which in turn are the basis for another assignment of all matrices. These steps form 
the inner iteration.

Furthermore, there is an outer iteration, producing a feedback to the freight distribution. After 
each completed assignment step, there is a recalculation of the skim matrices used for the
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gravity model and a recalculation of the resulting ton flow matrices by commodity. This has 
the big advantage that bottlenecks and capacity problems in the network do not only affect 
the route choice, but also the distribution of goods, which is of special importance for the 
forecast scenarios and the assessment of proposed measures.

The assignment procedure ends if the stop criteria are true, that means if the given number 
of iteration steps is reached.

Convergence
As described above, the assignment is an iterative procedure. Due to capacity restraints, 
different routes may be used in different assignment steps, resulting in varying link volumes 
in the network.

However, it is crucial for a transport model that at the end of the iterative assignment there is 
a stable assignment result. With an increasing number of iterations there has to be a 
decrease of the absolute differences of all link volumes.

The following figure shows that for the TRACECA freight model a very good state of 
convergence is achieved with 4 outer iteration steps and 3 inner iteration steps for the 
assignment. Variations of total link volumes between the iteration steps decrease between 
consecutive iteration steps, arriving at a difference close to zero at the last two iterations, 
variations between link times arrive close to one.

I

Figure 11: Convergence of assignment results
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Capacities
In order to evaluate bottlenecks, capacity restraints were to be implemented. Therefore 
capacities for both, links (roads and rails) and transshipment had to be defined. For road 
links capacities were defined with respect to link types (especially number of lanes). Basis for 
road tonnage capacity is the assumption that at least 9,600 trucks can pass a certain single 
lane road link per day (800 trucks/h, 12 hours/d). Taking an average load of 15 tons per truck 
the capacity for a single lane road was set to 145.000 tons per day. For rail links no capacity 
limits were implemented.

Individual transshipment capacities for ports were derived from port operators and additional 
internet sources. Where no information on capacities were to be found average capacities 
were applied with respect to the size of the port and the number of daily ship calls.

Impedance Function

For the calculation of the monetary impedance of a route the following formula has been 
applied.

w(Route) = Cflx , + Length ■ Ckml + Time ■ Chl

where

impedance of route [€]
fix costs for logistic system [€]
distance costs for logistic system [€/km/t]
time costs for logistic system (including commodity specific
loss in value) [€/km/h]

w(Route)
Cflx, I
Ckm.l

Ch,i

5.2 Network Model

The TRACECA network (supply) model in VISUM basically consists of traffic zones, 
connectors, nodes and links. All network elements were consistently transformed into World 
Geodetic System (WGS) 1984 coordinate system.

5.2.1 Traffic Zones
Traffic zones (TZ) represent the connection between the demand and the supply of the 
TRACECA traffic model. Hence, the definition of traffic zones for demand and supply is 
identically. For the TRACECA model 172 traffic zones were defined and differentiated into 
the following 4 types:
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No of TZs Kind of TZType

Internal TZ within TRACECA countries1 123

2 13 TZ within South Russia

Neighbouring countries, Russia and China divided into four TZ respectively3 21

External TZ (groups of countries, continents)4 15

Table 4: TRACECA: Types of traffic zones

The boundaries for all internal TZ were derived or generated by splitting or combining 
features from TRACECA GIS Database shape file. Centroids (usually calculated the 
geographical centre) were adjusted manually to major agglomerations within TZ.

External traffic zones do have no boundaries and centroids are not true to scale.

i

Figure 12: TRACECA Traffic Zones

The traffic zone code contains information on the type of TZ (first number), the ISO country 
code and a consecutive number. The traffic zone name is either the administrative unit or 
derived from location.

A list of all traffic zones can be found in the Appendix providing code, type, name and country 
of each TZ.

Attached to the VISUM traffic zones there are User-Defined-Attributes (Udef):
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Udef Comment

Country the TZ is part ofCountry

Population of TZPopulation

Area of TZ [km2]Area

Centralisation index (1 stands for Agglomeration, 2 for rather homogeneous distribution of 
land use within traffic zone, 3 for traffic zones with distribution of land use primarily along 
traffic infrastructure and great shares of unused land space)

Centralisation

Population density [inhabitants per km2]Density

Table 5: TZ: User-Defined-Attributes

Data, necessary for modelling the demand (e.g. urban and rural population, workplaces 
primary, secondary and tertiary, agricultural areas, in- and output of major freight generators) 
are stored externally in separate MS Excel files.

5.2.2 Connectors
Every traffic zone is connected to at least one node via a connector so that travellers / goods 
can leave and reach this zone. A connector correspondents to access and egress routes for 
which a walking or driving time and length is given. Zones are origins and destinations of 
trips so that connectors are always the first and the last part of a trip.

After adjusting the TZ centroids manually to road respectively rail link nodes connectors were 
at first added automatically and spot-checked and completed manually.

TRACECA network model has connectors of the following types:

Type Kind of Connector

Connecting TZ to road link nodes1

Connecting TZ to rail link nodes2

Connecting TZ to (external) waterway nodes3

Connecting TZ to oil pipeline link nodes4

5 Connecting TZ to gas pipeline link nodes

Table 6: TRACECA: connector types

Connector lengths for internal traffic zones and South Russia were calculated on basis of 
TZ's centralisation and density (see above), resulting in 2/3, 14 and 1/3 of traffic zone radius. 
Access time and egress time for connectors are calculated at a speed of 35km/h.

For external traffic zones connector lengths represent approximately the deep-sea shipping 
routes and access time and egress time are calculated at a speed of about 18km/h.

The assignment of freight volumes to the network is mainly based on costs for both 
transporting distance and time used for the transfer (see below). For connectors to road links 
the costs are calculated on the basis of connector lengths, average speed (35km/h) and
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rates per ton and kilometre plus rates per ton and hour depending on transport systems 
respectively.

For connectors to rail links 24 hours of waiting time (representing transshipment, coupling 
etc.) are added to those for the TZ’s connector to the road network. Following this approach 
a certain advantage is given to road transport for short distance transfers since rail transport 
especially for large amounts of goods is much less cost-intensive.

The following User-Defined-Attributes were attached to connectors.

Udef Comment

Cost km length related costs [EUR/t*km] to be used during assignment

Cost h time related costs [EUR/t*h] to be used during assignment

Cost fixed Calculated costs [EUR]

Idle time

Table 7: Connectors: User-Defined-Attributes

5.2.3 Links
The road, rail, pipeline and sea network covers the entire area of TRACECA countries and a 
selection of traffic links in neighbouring countries. Altogether TRACECA network model 
comprises almost 100,000 links with a total length in excess of 900,000km.

In VISUM links are defined by a set of attributes. For the TRACECA model the following 
attributes are used at present:

► Unique number of link

► FromNode and ToNode number of link

► Link type

► Link length

► List of permissible transport systems

► Capacity

► Permissible speed

In addition User-Defined-Attributes (Udef) were attached to links (see below).

A classification of link types was developed, taking into account the special needs for 
TRACECA network model.
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Max. speed HGV No of linksNumber Name Max. speed

Forecast and Border links

117closed road 0 00

120 406Border road 301

120 2142 Border rail 20

Multi lane motorway

f

70 881312012 motorway

110 70 1088415 motorway

100 70 2618 motorway

Two lane highway

110 60 603221 highway

60 130622 highway 100

50 361824 highway 100

60 14949025 highway

90 50 1514highway27 n
70 50 364228 highway

nHighway

50 495132 highway 90

50 384433 highway 80

70 40 746highway34

urban highway 50 40 2237

50 40 1413638 urban highway

40 30 7076urban highway39

Arterial

893arterial 80 5041

70 40 360342 arterial

40 5427arterial 6043

30 8702urban arterial 4047

20urban arterial 30 174448

Special

river crossing ferry 1 6150

Railway

11660 4 track premium 45

14261 2 track premium 45

35 498262 2 track
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Number Name Max. speed Max. speed HGV No of links

63 2 track slow 25 100

64 1 track premium 45 0

65 1 track 35 618

66 251 track slow 6

Ferries and pipelines

71 Ferry 17 6

72 Ferry red 17 74

73 RailFerry 17 6

74 RailFerry red 17 40

75 Ferry lowcap 17 2

76 Crude Oil Pipeline 15 112

77 Crude Oil Tanker 15 20

78 Natural Gas Pipeline 15 148

Transshipment and virtual connection

81 Transshipment RoRo 15 58

83 Transshipment Rail 15 42

85 Transshipment RailRoad 15 294

Transshipment Oil87 15 32

89 Transshipment Gas 15 2

97 virtual connection 30 36

virtual connection by 
land98 30 26

Virtual maritime 
connection99 18 32

Table 8: TRACECA: link type list

Road links

Sources for road links were basically WORLDNET and ESRI’s Digital Charts of the World. 
The selection of road links was based on the level of detail in WORLDNET (Europe) and on 
information from UN’s national maps indicating main roads and secondary roads.
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Figure 13: TRACECA Road and RoRo Ferry network

Speeds for road link types as listed above were determined

► with regards to function and condition of links

► in consideration of nation specific speed limits for automobiles and trucks as well as 
results from local experts data collection

► depending on urban or rural location

Road speeds represent free speeds on long distances without waiting times. These are 
attached to the relevant links (e.g. border crossings) separately. Sources for specific and 
average waiting times were IRU’s Nelti Report, the IRU website and the results from local 
experts data collection. Waiting times on border crossing road links range from 30 minutes to 
48 hours (China - Kazakhstan). Taking into account waiting (no resting) times the average 
speed for HGV on long distances (e g. Poland to Kyrgyzstan with 4 border crossings) in 
TRACECA model network is at about 40kph.

In comparison the realized average speed reported by drivers on different TRACECA routes 
is between 14kph and 27kph. The reason for this is to be found in resting times and waiting 
times at customs and in addition, in some regions, permissible driving times from 6 o’clock in 
the morning to 9 o’clock in the evening.

Rail links

Sources for rail links were basically WORLDNET and ESRI’s Digital Charts of the World. The 
selection of rail links was based on the level of detail in WORLDNET (Europe) and on 
information from UN’s national maps indicating major railroad connections.
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Figure 14: TRACECA Rail and Rail Ferry network

Link lengths are calculated for and derived from link polygons. The number of tracks per link 
was derived from different sources, basically from WORLDNET and the results from local 
experts’ data collection.

Railway speeds represent the average speed on long distance journeys already taking into 
account technical waiting times and coupling. Depending on the number of tracks and, where 
given, the information on track electrification the tracks and hence the link speeds where 
differentiated into premium, normal and slow.

Additional waiting times were attached to links at borders especially with gauge conversion. 
The latter were differentiated with respect to the technical standard of conversion points.

Border crossing links

In order to allow for consideration of both, political or infrastructural changes with respect to 
transboundary transport all border crossings (rail and road) are modelled with separate links 
of 500m length and specific link types (01 for road, 02 for rail). The user defined attributes 
“Cost_km”, “Cost_h”, “Cost_fixed” and “Idlejime” are populated with values where known 
from several sources or average (assumed) values otherwise. The user defined attribute 
“Country” is specifying the countries on either side of the transboundary link respectively. On 
border crossing links closed for political or technical reasons the link capacity is set to 0, 
preventing freight flows to use these links during assignment.

Ferry links

Sources for ferry links were WORLDNET, TRAFFIC FLOW and additional internet 
investigations. Ferry connections were implemented for links frequented on a regular basis at 
least once a week.
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Ferry sailing times and speeds were derived from timetables where available or calculated 
from medium speed for ferry boats. Average waiting times at ports were derived from 
timetables if available, set to 30 hours as standard otherwise.

Besides the ferry connections frequented on regular basis, additional connections were 
implemented to consider special sea transport (like coal or iron ore transports to iron and 
steel works) or cargo vessels operating on charter basis.

Pipeline network

Sources for crude oil and natural gas pipelines as well as for tanker routes were TRAFFIC 
FLOW and additional internet investigations. Origins and destinations were, apart from 
known major pipeline connections, chosen where ports or refineries are situated.

Pipeline links were implemented with no detailed geometry since there was no sufficient 
information to be found. Hence pipeline lengths are calculated basically on the basis of direct 
distances.

Transshipment

Transshipment links were implemented in order to connect

► RoRo Ferries to road links

► Rail Ferries to rail links

► Road transport to rail transport (at least one transshipment per TZ that’s connected to 
the rail network)

► Crude oil tankers to crude oil pipelines

► Natural gas tankers to gas pipelines

г

“1
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Figure 15: Links and transshipment, on example of Odessa / lllichivk region

Transshipment costs, waiting/loading times and capacities were mainly investigated from port 
operators and additional internet sources. Since not all maritime cargo connections could be 
determined, minimum capacities were implemented for smaller ports in order to allow for 
alternative routes too.

Average costs and waiting times were applied to the transshipment links within traffic zones.

While working on VISUM networks User-Defined-Attributes (Udef) offer a valuable possibility 
to (temporarily) store, calculate and display data. In the case of links some of the information 
derived from WORLDNET, TRAFFIC FLOW or other sources were attached to the links in 
the VISUM. The following selection of User-Defined-Attributes is attached mainly for 
information purposes:

Udef Comment

10 for road links crossing borders, 60 to 62 for rail links crossing bordersBorder

1 - link is part of WORLDNETWorldnet

TRACECA 1 - link is part of any TRACECA corridor

Country Country (countries in case of border crossing links)

INTLCODE road link code international

NTLCODE road link code national

Links: User-Defined-Attributes for informationTable 9:!

Other User-Defined-Attributes are used for calculation purposes:
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Udef Comment

length related costs [EUR/t*km]Cost km

time related costs [EUR/t*h]Cost h

Costs calculated or derived [EUR]Cost fixed

e.g. differentiated waiting times at border crossings [h]Idle time

Time calculated for weighting [s]TIME

Table 10: Links: User-Defined-Attributes for calculation

5.2.4 Transport Costs for Assignment
The TRACECA model considers all for freight transport relevant modes rail, road, ship and 
pipeline with particular networks available for each mode. However, the majority of network 
elements can be used for several logistic systems (especially rails, roads and ships for bulk, 
container and food).

While using identical network elements the means of transportation vary widely. 
Consequently transportation and transhipments speeds / times and particularly costs differ 
significantly.

Costs for transportation basically comprise time, distance and handling costs (see section 
5.1.4).

► Time costs

► Personnel costs (driver, engine driver, ship’s crew) were mainly derived from sample 
freight rate calculations, adjusted to average wages in TRACECA countries

► Average costs for the means of transportation calculated or related to time were also 
mainly derived from sample freight rate calculations

► Especially for rail and sea transportation freight costs were derived from rates known 
for specific transfer rates

► Commodity specific loss in value is calculated with respect to original value and 
perishability / keeping quality

► Distance costs

► Average fuel and operating costs (e.g. tires, spare parts) were mainly derived from 
sample freight rate calculations

► Specific road / and average track tolls were gathered by internet research

► Costs for the means of transportation calculated or related to distance were derived 
from sample freight rate calculations

► Handling and other costs

► Specific transshipment rates (handling, loading, unloading) were mainly derived from 
port operators and additional internet sources

► For rail - road transshipment average rates were applied
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► Specific customs and border crossings fees (the latter including unofficial expenses) 
were derived from drivers logs (IRU’s NELTI report) and from additional internet 
sources

► Costs for waiting and handling times were calculated with the rates applied to time 
costs for transportation

For TRACECA model a set of costs related to times, distances and handlings for all transport 
modes and logistic systems had to be developed. All rates refer to the transfer of one ton of 
goods.

The following rates represent the time and distance related transport costs used in the 
TRACECA freight model.

Logistic System Road Rail Ship Pipeline

Fluid: crude oilTime costs 
[EUR / (t*h)]

3.00 0.50 0.20 0.12
Fluid: oil products 2.20 0.80 0.30

Fluid: food 1.80 0.80 0.40

Bulk: raw materials 1.50 0.50 0.20

Bulk: construction 
materials 1.50 0.55 0.20

Bulk: food and fodder 1.60 0.60 0.25

Bagged cargo 1.30 0.80 0.30

Container 2.00 1.00 0.40

Special truck 2.40 1.30 0.60

Fresh food 2.50 2.00 1.00
Natural gas 3.00 4.00 4.00 0.01I

Fluid: crude oilDistance costs 
[EUR / (t*h)]

0.15 0.03 0.02 0.01
Fluid: oil products 0.12 0.04 0.03

Fluid: food 0.08 0.05 0.04

Bulk: raw materials 0.05 0.025 0.02

Bulk: construction 
materials 0.055 0.03 0.025

Bulk: food and fodder 0.06 0.04 0.03

Bagged cargo 0.07 0.055 0.045

Container 0.10 0.06 0.05

Special truck 0.12 0.08 0.065

Fresh food 0.13 0.12 0.10
Natural gas 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.01

Table 11: Time and distance related costs on TRACECA model links
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Rates as stated above are in general applied to model links during assignment. Distances 
and transportation times are calculated on the basis of link lengths and specific link or link 
type speeds.

Specific values (or average values for links where no information was available) for 
transshipment or border crossing times and costs are stored directly to the particular links. 
During assignment these values are part of impedance calculation and route choice.

6 Calibration and Validation
For about 1,000 links throughout the study area, data on counted volumes has been 
provided, including rail, road and transhipment links. Figure 16 shows the freight network 
highlighting the network sections with counted volumes. As can be seen, counted volumes 
have not been provided by all TRACECA countries (e.g. Romania, Ukraine).

j

U___ ■

□

Figure 16: Rail and road links with counted volumes

For the calibration process mainly the given volumes at border crossings and major 
connections within one country were used. The volumes were given in tons per day, tons per 
year, or number of HGV. They were converted to daily or yearly ton flows and compared with 
the model results.

The major drawback of counted volumes, especially on connections within the countries, is, 
that the total freight loads mostly comprise local as well as long - distance transport and that 
the first in many cases contributes large shares of total volumes. As mentioned above, the 
volumes calculated for the TRACECA model only consider long - distance transports.
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Furthermore, the UN Comtrade Statistic provides yearly ton flows by commodity between 
TRACECA countries and neighbouring countries. For the calibration of the model, these ton 
flows have been used as comparison to the model results (aggregated on national level).

It has been shown that there is a good correspondence between model results and UN 
Comtrade for the total imports and total exports per year of each TRACECA country, as 
shown in the following two figures.

Comparison of Total Exports [t] by TRACECA Country
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Figure 17: Comparison between UN Comtrade and model results of the export volumes per year

Comparison of Total Imports [t] by TRACECA Country
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Comparison between UN Comtrade and model results of the import volumes per yearFigure 18:
1
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Regarding the comparison on a more detailed level by country-to-country relation and 
commodity group, there are rather high variations between the model results and UN 
Comtrade.

\

Comparison between UN Comtrade and model results of total ton flows per yearFigure 19:

These variations can be explained as follows:

► The gravity based approach of the model, which can reflect the political or historical 
reasons for the trade flows reported in UN Comtrade only to a limited extent

► Shortcomings of the UN Comtrade statistics, such as non-reported flows for certain 
relations, discrepancy between reported import/export volumes by partner countries, 
lack of available data for 2008 for 4 TRACECA countries

► Direct flows between countries officially traded and reported via third party countries

► Trade flows resulting from previous years’ overproduction or storage capacity 
restraints

► Trade flows effected by the late 2000s financial crisis and the following recession 
which - in particular 2008 - affected almost all TRACECA and neighbouring 
countries
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7 Base Year Model Results
The results of the base year model include, but are not limited to:

► Generated freight demand by commodity group

► Link volumes [tons per day]

► Identified capacity problems

► Modal Share (by commodity group and total)

The following sections present the results of the base year model after an extensive 
calibration process. However, due to the sheer size of the study area and the previously 
mentioned shortcomings in input and calibration data the results will always be subject to 
improvements.

i

7.1 Generated Freight Demandj

The freight demand has been generated and assigned to the network for 48 commodities 
within 10 commodity types. The following figure shows the generated demand (tons per year) 
for these commodity types.

Generated Freight Demand Base Year [Mio tons]

Energy (Coal. Natural Ga$, Oil&Oil Products)

Raw Materials

Agriculture

Construction
J

Consumer Goods

Metal Products

Food & Beverages

Wood. Wood Products. Paper

Others

Fertilizer&Chem.Products

Figure 20: Base Year: Generated Freight Demand (48 commodities)

7.2 Link Volumes
The resulting matrices of freight generation for about 35 commodities were assigned to the 
road, rail, ship and pipeline network. The following figure shows the volumes on network links 
(tons per day).
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Freight volumes on network linksFigure 21:

7.3 Identified Capacity Problems
The results show capacity bottlenecks mainly at port transhipments as expected.

For road links bottlenecks are hard to identify. As mentioned above the TRACECA model 
only calculates long - distance freight transports, hence the person cars traffic and the local 
freight traffic, which usually has the biggest share on roads is not known. Besides - links as 
such usually do not have severe capacity restraints. Here intersections, border crossings, 
bridges or construction sites are mainly responsible for bottlenecks.

As for rail links, a rail track itself normally not imposes capacity restraints to rail transport. In 
theory, good track conditions and signalling equipment as well as sufficient rolling stock 
provided, trains could forward almost unlimited amounts of goods. Here bottlenecks mainly 
result from insufficient infrastructure which is not (or only to a limited extend) considered in 
the TRACECA model due to the lack of information.

7.4 Modal Share
From the link volumes of the commodities that are assigned to the multimodal network, the 
modal share of ton kilometres by commodity group and in total can be calculated. The results 
are shown in the following figure.
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Mode Share of Freight Transport (tkm) by Commodity Group - Base Year (rounded)
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Figure 22: Modal share [ton kilometres]

8 Forecast Model
For TRACECA Idea the years 2020 and 2030 were chosen as forecast horizons. Therefore 
requests for input as detailed as possible data were distributed among the countries. 
However, apart from infrastructure measures listed for the countries no information could be 
obtained. As a consequence data had to be investigated and assumptions had to be made in 
order to estimate developments with respect to population growth and land use changes.

8.1 Forecast Scenarios
For the TRACECA Freight Model, the following scenarios have been developed, 
implemented and analysed:

► Base Scenario 2008

► Reference Scenario 2020

► Border Crossing Scenario 2020

► Maritime Connections Scenario 2020

► Infrastructure Scenario 2020

The Base Scenario 2008 represents the current status including the multimodal freight 
network for the horizon year 2008 and the freight demand of the year 2008.
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The Reference Scenario 2020 represents the freight demand of the year 2020 without any 
network changes compared to the base year. The network is the same as for the Base 
Scenario 2008.

The Border Crossing Scenario 2020 has the same freight demand as the Reference 
Scenario 2020, but improvements of the border crossings. Waiting times at border crossings 
are reduced to a maximum of 6 hours for roads and 8 hours for railway connections.

The Maritime Connections Scenario 2020 has the same freight demand as the Reference 
Scenario 2020, but improvements of the port capacities. Capacities for transshipment links, 
representing the ports were increased by 100%.

The Infrastructure Scenario 2020 has the same freight demand as the Reference Scenario 
2020, but improvements of the infrastructure. Several infrastructure measures are 
implemented increasing the capacity of certain link and railway connections in the TRACECA 

area.

For final delivery all 2020 scenarios were calculated for 2030 too, therefore using the 
demand as calculated for time horizon 2030.

8.2 Forecast Population and Land Use Data
Assumptions for the future horizons were drawn from publicly available sources only. In order 
to maintain data consistency only forecast data were used that were available for all 
TRACECA countries from one integrative source. Basis for population development was the 
United Nations Revision of World Urbanization Prospects (2005). Total population as well as 
population differentiated by rural and urban could be drawn from that source for both forecast 
years on national level respectively.

Development total population [1.000]

100.000

□ 2010 ■ 2020 ■ 2030
80.000

Figure 23: Total population development TRACECA countries
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As shown above the TRACECA region is characterized by different population 
developments. On the one hand European countries predominately show regressive 
population developments whereas the total population of Asian countries is generally 
increasing. Within the Caucasian region Azerbaijan will have a growing total population 
whereas Armenia’s population is almost non-varying and Georgia shows decreasing 
population development.

With respect to the population development differentiated by urban and rural population 
TRACECA countries apart from Bulgaria, Georgia and Ukraine will face an increasing urban 
population whereas only Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan show growing numbers of 
rural population.

Figure 24: Urban and rural population development TRACECA countries

Apart from population development the economic changes do have significant influences on 
consumer demand and consequently on production of goods and freight transportation. In 
order to estimate economic changes, the developments of gross domestic products (GDP) in 
current prices per country were drawn from the International Monetary Fund’s World 
Economic Outlook. Since the Economic Outlook only comprises the forecast until 2014 for 
2020 and 2030 the data had to be extrapolated.

Demand for goods is not equally distributed among the population. Higher incomes result in 
higher consumption rates especially with respect to more valuable consumer goods. 
Therefore the population of all countries was differentiated into twelve prosperity groups 
respectively on the basis of current GDP, status within the workforce (agriculture, industry, 
service), Gini-lndex (from CIA world factbook) and population group (urban / rural).
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Figure 25: Prosperity groups TARCECA countries

Taking into account the population development and the displacements between the shares 
of urban and rural population the number of people within each prosperity group was 
calculated for each country. As an intermediate step a total income for all people within one 
prosperity group was calculated (number of people times average income). Subsequently the 
total income for all people within one prosperity group was divided by the average income 
multiplied by the income growth (assuming income growth equals GDP growth) resulting in a 
lower number of people ‘necessary’ to generate the former total income per group. 
Consequently the supernumerary people were shifted to the following prosperity group with 
higher income.
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Figure 26: Development of prosperity groups in TRACECA countries
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Taking into consideration higher consumption rates for groups with higher average incomes 
lower or even negative population development may still result in an increasing demand for 
(consumer) goods.

8.3 Forecast Network Model (Infrastructure Scenario)
Deficiencies with respect to transport infrastructure pose severe impediments on transport 
speed, capacity and reliability. All TRACECA countries are affected by inadequate transport 
infrastructure networks to some extent. In order to overcome those shortcomings 
infrastructure measures are underway or planned for the future. A list of measures and some 
additional information for selected projects were provided for TRACECA countries and 
implemented into the network models. However, planning for those projects is often at an 
early stage and not very detailed yet. In most cases no dates of completion were given. In 
addition to the list of measures, some national projects were drawn from several publicly 
available sources. In appendices 2 and 3, a list of measures implemented in the 
Infrastructure Scenario is given. Appendix 4 shows a list of infrastructure measures that are 
implemented in TRACECA model but which are not activated in the current scenarios 1 to 4.

Network links, proposed to be newly built or upgraded are implemented in the network model 
with link type 0 (closed) for the first and the current link type for the latter ones. Measure links 
are specified by user defined attributes “Measure” (name or description of project), 
“MeasurelD” (specific numeric ID starting with the country code respectively) and 
“LinktypeForecast” (link type to be assigned in forecast model). In addition the user defined 
attributes “Completion2020" and “Completion 2030” are specifying the forecast horizon 
where a certain measure is completed.

In order to allow for consideration of both, political or infrastructural changes with respect to 
transboundary transport all border crossings (rail and road) are modelled with separate links 
of 500m length and specific link types (01 for road, 02 for rail). The user defined attributes 
“Cost_km”, “Cost_h”, “Cost_fixed” and “ldle_time” are populated with values where known 
from several sources or average (assumed) values otherwise. The user defined attribute 
“Country” is specifying the countries on either side of the transboundary link respectively. On 
border crossing links closed for political or technical reasons the link capacity is set to 0, 
preventing freight flows to use these links during assignment. Besides information on 
infrastructural changes to certain border crossing links assumptions (or information) on 
political developments laying ground for (re-) opening closed borders need to be considered 
for the forecast models.

1

8.4 Forecasting Freight Demand
For all scenarios of one horizon year, there is the same forecast of freight demand.

The forecast of freight demand is based on input from base year (see section 5.1.2) and the 
forecast data as described in section 8.2 and follows different approaches for the four groups 
of commodities:

► Agriculture and food
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► Consumer goods

► Wood and paper

► Raw materials and industrial products.

At this stage several factors are considered to remain constant as there is no other 
information available:

► Specific consumption rates by prosperity groups for agricultural products, food, and 
consumer goods

► Import and export rates by country and commodity

► Share of national production for all traffic zones within a certain country

For all commodities it is assumed that on national level in future as well as in base year the 
supply from production plus the import always meets the requirements of demand 
(consumption) plus export. The balancing of constraints, resulting from different total sums of 
production / import on the one hand and consumption / export otherwise is done by adjusting 
the import and export sums of the external zones. Nevertheless, restraints, both, in a 
country’s national production or export capacity are not within the scope of TRACECA model.

8.4.1 Agricultural products and food, wood and paper
By keeping the base year’s consumption rates for agricultural and food products (demand 
per capita differentiated by prosperity group) the population development as well as the shift 
within the prosperity groups result in changing total consumptions of agricultural goods. To 
break down the national consumption to TZ level, the urban population per TZ is taken as 
decisive land use.

Assuming there are no restraints to agricultural and food production (plus import) the supply 
follows the national demand (consumption plus export) and is broken down to traffic zones by 
rural population as decisive land use.

The same approach is followed for wood and paper. In contrast to agricultural products, 
forested areas where given (rural population otherwise) and total population is taken as 
decisive land use to break down national wood and paper consumption / production 
respectively to TZ level.

8.4.2 Consumer goods
By keeping the base year’s consumption rates for consumer goods (demand per capita 
differentiated by prosperity group) the population development as well as the shift within the 
prosperity groups result in changing consumptions of those goods per TZ.

Assuming there are no restraints to the production of consumer goods (plus import) supply 
follows the total national demand (consumption plus export) and is broken down to traffic 
zones by urban population as decisive land use for production of consumer goods.
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8.4.3 Raw materials and industrial products
For raw materials, fuels and industrial products the assumption was made that the demand 
resulting from the growth of consumer goods production (plus export) will be met by national 
supply (plus import). Hence, growth rates as determined for consumer goods production 
were applied on base year production of raw materials and industrial products.

8.4.4 Construction Materials
For construction materials the assumption was made that the total base year’s consumption 
per country (known from statistics) is distributed to TZ level according to the population and 
that consumption consists of one percent for preservation of building stock and the remaining 
material is used for new construction to meet demand resulting from population growth.

By keeping the one percent for preservation of building stock the growth rates for the 
consumption of construction materials is based on population growth (always referred to the 
subsequent five-years-period) per traffic zone. Hence, despite increasing absolute population 
growth at forecast horizons the relative growth rate and subsequently the consumption of 
construction materials may decrease in case the base year’s population growth has been 
higher compared to forecast.

8.5 Generated Demand and Assignment Results
The following sections will provide some exemplary results of the TRACECA forecast model 
for 2020 and 2030 respectively.

8.5.1 Generated Freight Demand
Following the approach as described above the freight demand was calculated for the time 
horizons 2020 and 2030. The following figure shows the demand in generated tons per year 
for 2020 and 2030 in contrast to Base Year 2008.

Generated Freight Demand Base Year 2008 / Forecast 2020 and 2030 [Miotons]
100 2000 300 400

Agriculture

Energy (Crude Oil, Natural gas)

Energy (Coal, OilProducts)

Raw Materials1

Consumer Goods

Construction

Metal Products ■i
■ 2008

Food & Beverages
■ 2020

Others
■ 2030

Wood, Wood Products, Paper

Fertilizer & Chem.Products

Figure 27: Base Year 2008 and Forecast 2020 / 2030: Generated Freight Demand
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As can be seen, for some commodity groups (e.g. agriculture, energy and raw materials) 
significant growth rates can be expected on the basis of population and GDP growth rates as 
described above.

8.5.2 Link Volumes
The following figures show assignment results exemplary for the Infrastructure Scenarios 
2020 and 2030 respectively. In the infrastructure scenarios all TRACECA Measures as 
agreed upon and some established (or already finished) national measures were activated. 
However, it’s worth noting that all infrastructure measures that were reported or investigated 
are implemented in the TRACECA model, but that the majority is not activated (please see 
8.3).
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TRACECAIDEA
Freight Model - 2020 Scenario 4

-Freight Volumes
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oai

Freight volumes 2020 on network linksFigure 28:

8.5.3 Modal Share
The following figures show the distribution of freight flows for the transport modes pipeline, 
ship, rail and road for the 2020 and 2030 infrastructure scenarios for commodity groups.

I
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Figure 30: 2020 Modal share [ton kilometres]

Mode Share of Freight Transport (tkm) by Commodity Group - 2030 (rounded)
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8.5.4 Development of freight flows resulting from population and 

economic growth
In order to show the effects population growth and economic development the Reference 
Scenario was defined. In the Reference Scenario no infrastructure or political measures are 
implemented. Differences in freight volumes merely result from population growth and 
economic development from base year 2008 to forecast horizons 2020 and 2030. The
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following figures show examples for the changes in link volumes where the bars display the 
increases (red) or decreases (green) of freight flow volumes from 2008 (base year) to 2020.

TRACECA IDEA Freight Model
Freight Flow Difference
Reference Scenario 2020 - Base Scenario 2008 Europe
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Figure 32: 2008 - 2020: Comparison rail and road volumes in European part of TRACECA region

i

Figure 33: 2008 - 2020: Comparison rail and road volumes in Asian part of TRACECA region
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Figure 34: 2008 - 2020: Comparison rail and road volumes in Caucasian part of TRACECA region

8.5.5 Effects from infrastructure measures
The following figures show exemplary effects for selected infrastructure measures. The bars 
display the increases (red) or decreases (green) of freight flow volumes between Reference 
Scenario and Infrastructure Scenario 2020 respectively.

The next Figure shows the Bosporus region in Turkey. So far the European and the Asian 
part of Istanbul are not connected by rail. Within the next years a rail tunnel will be finished 
that effects freight flows significantly.
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Figure 35: 2020: Comparison Infrastructure Scenario vs. Reference Scenario rail and road volumes 
Bosporus

The next example shows the Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan region where the proposed rail 
measure ‘PRC-Kyrgyz Republic-Uzbekistan Railway Development’ will have an impact on 
the freight flows in the entire region.
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Figure 36: 2020: Comparison Infrastructure Scenario vs. Reference Scenario rail and road volumes
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan
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Appendix 

Appendix 1

Traffic zone CountryTZ code Type

103101 1 East-Azerbaijan Azerbaijan

103102 1 Nakhchivan Azerbaijan

103103 1 West-Azerbaijan Azerbaijan

105101 1 Yerevan Armenia

105102 1 East-Armenia Armenia

West-Armenia Armenia105103 1

1 Severozapaden Bulgaria110001

Severen tsentralen Bulgaria110002 1

Severoiztochen110003 1 Bulgariaf

110004 1 Yugoiztochen Bulgaria

Yugozapaden Bulgaria110005 1
Г 110006 1 Yuzhen tsentralen Bulgaria

126801 Tbilisi Georgia1

West-Georgia Georgia126802 1

Georgia126803 1 East-Georgia

139801 1 Akmola Oblast Kazakhstan

Aktobe Oblast139802 1 Kazakhstan

Almaty Oblast Kazakhstan139803 1

Atyrau Oblast Kazakhstan139804 1

West Kazakhstan Oblast Kazakhstan139805 1

Zhambyl Oblast1 Kazakhstan139806

Karaganda Oblast Kazakhstan139807 1

139808 Kostanai Oblast Kazakhstan1

Kyzylorda Oblast Kazakhstan139809 1

Mangystau Oblast139810 1 Kazakhstan

South Kazakhstan Oblast139811 1 Kazakhstan

139812 1 Pavlodar Oblast Kazakhstan

North Kazakhstan Oblast Kazakhstan139813 1

1 East Kazakhstan Oblast Kazakhstan139814

Astana city Kazakhstan139815 1t

Kazakhstan139816 1 Almaty city

Chui-Bishkek Kyrgyzstan141701 1
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CountryTraffic zoneTZ code Type

KyrgyzstanIssyk-Kul141702 1

KyrgyzstanNaryn141703 1

Kyrgyzstan141704 1 West-Kyrgyzstan

Kyrgyzstan141705 1 Talas

Center Moldova-Chisinau Moldova149801 1

Moldova149802 1 North-Moldova

Moldova149803 1 South-Moldova

Romania164211 1 Nord-Vest

Romania164212 1 Centru

Romania164221 1 Nord-Est

RomaniaSud-Est164222 1

Sud-Muntenia Romania164231 1

Bucuresti - llfov Romania164232 1

Romania1 Sud-Vest Oltenia164241

Romania1 Vest164242

Tajikistan176201 1 Sogd oblast

TajikistanRRP (Raiony Respublikanskogo Podchineniya)176202 1

Tajikistan176203 1 Khatlon oblast
L

TajikistanGorno-Badakhshan176204 1

T urkey179210 1 Istanbul

TurkeyErzurum, Erzincan, Bayburt179211 1

T urkeyAgri, Kars, Igdir, Ardahan179212 1

Malatya, Elazig, Bingöl, Tunceli T urkey179213 1

TurkeyVan, Mus, Bitlis, Hakkari179214 1

TurkeyGaziantep, Adiyaman, Kilis179215 1

Turkey179216 1 Sanliurfa, Diyarbakir

Turkey1 Mardin, Batman, Sirnak, Siirt179217

T urkeyTekirdag, Edirne, Kirklareli179221 1

Balikesir, Canakkale T urkey179222 1

T urkey179231 1 Izmir

T urkey1 Aydin, Denizli, Mugla179232

T urkey179233 1 Manisa, Afyonkarahisar, Kütahya,

TurkeyBursa, Eskisehir, Bilecik179241 1

Kocaeli, Sakarya, Diizce, Bolu.Yalova T urkey179242 1

T urkey179251 1 Ankara
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TZ code Type Traffic zone Country

179252 1 Konya, Karaman Turkey

179261 1 Antalya, Isparta, Burdur T urkey

179262 1 Adana, Mersin T urkey

179263 Hatay, Kahramanmaras, Osmaniye1 Turkey

179271 1 Kirikkale, Aksaray, Nigde, Nevsehir, Kirsehir Turkey

179272 1 Kayseri, Sivas, Yozgat T urkey

179281 1 Zonguldak, Karabük, Bartin T urkey

179282 1 Kastamonu, Cankiri, Sinop T urkey

Samsun, Tokat, Corum, Amasya179283 1 Turkey

Trabzon, Ordu, Giresun, Rize, Artvin Gümüshane179290 1 Turkey
! "i

179501 1 Ahal Province Turkmenistan

179502 1 Balkan Province Turkmenistan

179503 1 Dasoguz Province Turkmenistan

179504 1 Lebap Province Turkmenistan

179505 1 Mary Province Turkmenistan

180401 1 Vinnytsya Ukraine

180402 1 Volyn Ukraine

180403 1 Dnipropetrovsk Ukraine
L

180404 1 Donetsk Ukraine

180405 1 Zhytomyr Ukraine

180406 Zakarpattya1 Ukraine

180407 1 Zaporizhzhya Ukraine

180408 1 Ivano-Frankivsk Ukraine

180409 1 Kyiv Ukraine

180410 1 Kirovohrad Ukraine

180411 1 Luhansk Ukraine

180412 1 Lviv Ukraine

180413 1 Mykolayiv Ukraine

Odessa180414 1 Ukraine

1 Poltava180415 Ukraine

180416 1 Rivne Ukraine

Sumy180417 1 Ukraine

180418 1 Ternopil Ukraine

180419 1 Kharkiv UkraineJ
180420 1 Kherson Ukraine
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CountryTraffic zoneTZ code Type

UkraineKhmelnytskiy180421 1
i

Cherkasy Ukraine1180422

Ukraine1 Chernivtsi180423

Ukraine180424 1 Chernihiv

Ukraine180425 1 City of Kyiv

UkraineSevastopol agglomeration180426 1

Autonomous Republic of Crimea Ukraine180427 1 , J
Uzbekistan186001 1 Andizhan

Uzbekistan186002 1 Bukhara

UzbekistanDjizhak186003 1

UzbekistanKashkadarya186004 1

UzbekistanNavoi186005 1

Uzbekistan186006 1 Namangan

Uzbekistan1 Samarkand186007

Uzbekistan186008 1 Surkhandarya

UzbekistanSyrdarya186009 1

UzbekistanTashkent186010 1

Uzbekistan186011 1 Fergana

Uzbekistan1 Khorezm186012

UzbekistanCity of Tashkent186013 1

UzbekistanRepublic of Karakalpakstan186014 1

Republic of Adygea Russia2264301

Russia2 Republic of Dagestan264302
'1

Russia2 Republic of Ingushetia264303

RussiaKabardino-Balkar Republic264304 2

Russia2 Republic of Kalmykia264305

Russia2 Karachay-Cherkess Republic264306

RussiaRepublic of North Ossetia-Alania264307 2

Russia2 Chechen Republic264308

Russia2 Krasnodar Krai264309

Russia2 Stavropol Krai264310

Russia2 Astrakhan Oblast264311

Russia264312 2 Volgograd Oblast

RussiaRostov Oblast264313 2

AfghanistanAfghanistan300401 3
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TZ code Type Traffic zone Country

311201 3 Belarus Belarus

315601 3 China North West China

315602 3 China North, North East China

China South West315603 3 China

315604 3 China Central, South East China

Greece330001 3 Greece

334801 3 Hungary Hungary

336401 3 Iran Iran

336801 3 Iraq Iraq

349601 3 Mongolia Mongolia

361601 3 Poland Poland

364301 3 Russia Ural Russia

364302 3 Russia Central, Volga Russia

364303 3 Russia Siberian, Far Eastern Russia

364304 Russia Western, Central3 Russia

f 370301 3 Slovakia Slovakia

376001 3 Syria Syria
L _ J

380701 3 Macedonia Macedonia

389101 3 Serbia Montenegro Serbia Montenegro

490001 4 Europe 1 Island, Ireland, UK

490002 Europe 24 Norway, Sweden

490003 4 Europe 3 Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania

490004 4 Europe 4 Germany, Denmark, Benelux

Europe 5490005 4 France, Spain, Portugal

Switzerland, Austria, Czech 
Republic490006 Europe 64

Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, 
Albania490007 Europe 74

491001 Arabian Peninsula Arabian Peninsula4

491002 Pakistan4 Pakistan

491003 India, Nepal, Bhutan4 India, Nepal, Bhutan

491004 4 East Asia East Asia

South East Asia South East Asia491005 4

495001 Africa Africa4

496001 4 North America North America

South America South America497001 4
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CountryTraffic zoneTZ code Type

Australia, Oceania, AntarcticaAustralia, Oceania, Antarctica498001 4

Table 12: TRACECA traffic zones

Appendix 2

CodeProject name

ARM 1North-South Armenian Road Corridor

GEO 1Zestaponi-Kutaisi-Samtredia Motorway Widening

GEO 3Tbilisi-Rustavi Motorway Widening

Chisinau-Gurgiulesti Motorway: Porumbrey-Lomita Section MLD 2

Chisinau-Gurgiulesti Motorway: Comrat bypass MLD 3

TUR 1Gerede-Merzifonn Road Upgrading

Refahiye Junction-Erzurum-Giirbulak Road Upgrading TUR 2

Table 13: TRACECA projects
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Appendix 3

Project name Country

Marmaray Rail Tube Tunnel Turkey

South Stream Black Sea

Danube bridge 2 Bulgaria

Sofia - Skopje Railway Bulgaria

Gazvin - Astara Railway Iran

Khromtau - Altynsarin Railway Kazakhstan

PRC-Kyrgyz Republic-Uzbekistan Railway Development Kyrgyzstan

Vahdat - Javan Railway Tajikistan

Almaty - Korgas road upgrade Kazakhstan

Almaty - Korgas rail connection Kazakhstan

Table 14: Additional national projects

Appendix 4

Project name

Aktagai-Mojinty Railway Electrification

Almaty-Aktagai Railway Electrification

Armenian Railway Infrastructure Rehabilitation

Baku Alyat Beguk Kesir railway rehabilitation

Beineu-Shalkar New Railway

Bejneu-Shalkar Road

Burgas-Varna "Cherno More" Motorway

Dostyk-Aktagai Railway Electrification

Filyos New Port

Focsani-Albita Motorway

Flradzda - Ijevan section

Kolhozabad-Masari Sharif Road

Mures-lasi-Ungheni motorway section

Osh-Batken-Isfana Road

Poti Baku container block train
j

Reopening Border ARM - AZR

Reopening Border ARM - TUR

Samtredia-Grigoleti New Road

Sarracks Border Bridge

Slobozia Bypass on Chisinau-Giurgiulesti road
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Project name

Sofia-Kalotina Motorway

Tashkent-Shimkent Road Rehabilitation

Vakhdat-Kyrgystan Railway

Vanadzor - Fioletovo

Varna-Ruse Rail Rehabilitation

Zhyskazgan-Saksaulskaya Railway

Additional projects implemented but not activatedTable 15:

)
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TRACECA Model User manual

9 Introduction
As part of the TRACECA IDEA Project, PTV has been commissioned to build a multimodal 
freight model for the TRACECA area. This includes the development of a base year model 
for 2008 as well as forecast models for the time horizons 2020 and 2030. The TRACECA 
IDEA freight model has been developed as a strategic planning tool to calculate the volumes 
of transported goods considering both domestic flows and import / export / transit flows. It 
allows for assessing the impact of large scale (trans-national) infrastructure measures in the 
TRACECA area.

The purpose of this User Manual is to provide expert model users with a description of the 
usage of the model. It shall give the model user an understanding of the modelling approach 
and the comprehensive model structure, its parameters and functionality to allow the user to 
work with and maintain the freight model.

The User Manual is structured as follows:

► Chapter 2: Basic information about the freight modelling approach

► Chapter 3: Description of the model structure and the model components

► Chapter 4: Instructions how to run the freight model calculations

► Chapter 5: Tools and methods to analyse the model results

► Chapter 6: How to change the model parameters

► Chapter 7: How to update the network and insert new infrastructure measures

► Chapter 8. How to manage different forecast scenarios

10 Modelling Approach
In the following the basic modelling approach is described with a definition of the terms 
“commodity”, “logistic system” and “transport mode” that are used for the freight model.

10.1 Commodities and Logistic Systems
Commodities

The TRACECA IDEA Freight Model follows a disaggregated approach to calculate the freight 
volumes. Since freight transport as a whole is a very complex and heterogeneous process, it 
has been divided into different commodities for model calculation.
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Freight Transport

1
Commodity 3 Commodity nCommodity 1 Commodity 2

Disaggregation of Freight Transport to CommoditiesFigure 37:

The freight model calculation is conducted separately for each commodity. The model covers 
about 50 different commodities, which are listed in Table 1.

Commodity Code Commodity

CerealsW002

PotatoesW003

PulsesW004

VegetablesW005

FruitsW007
j

W008 Oil Crops

W009 Cotton

W010 Meat j

Vegetable OilW011

W012 Food products

W013 Luxury food products

W014 Raw wood

Processed woodW015

WD16 Wood products

PaperW017

W018 Paper Pulp

CoalW019

W020 Natural gas 1

Crude oilW021

Oil productsWÖ22

W023 Phosphate

W024 Iron Ore

Copper OreW025
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Commodity Code Commodity

W026 Bauxite

Crude steelW029

W030 Copper

W031 Aluminium

W039 Asbestos

W040 Other Minerals

SaltW041

SulphurW042

Other OresW043

Other MetalsW044

Construction SteelW045

W046 Steel tubes

Other SteelW047

W048 Metal Products

W049 Cement

Other construction materialW050

W051 Fertilizer

Chemical productsW052

Passenger CarsW053

W054 Heavy Vehicles

MachineryW055

W056 Textile Products

White GoodsW057

Other Consumer GoodsW058

OthersW060

Table 1: Commodities for freight model

Logistic Systems
The mode and route choice during the assignment step are mainly controlled by the transport 
costs. Different sets of transport costs are defined for the following logistic systems.

Logistic System Comment

Transport of crude oilFluid: crude oil

Fluid: oil products Transport of oil products (e.g. petroleum)

Transport of fluid food productsFluid: food

Transport of dry, unpacked materials in large quantities (iron ore)Bulk: raw materials
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Logistic System Comment

Transport of bulk construction materials (e.g. cement)Bulk: construction materials

Transport of dry, unpacked agricultural & food products (e g. cereals)Bulk: food and fodder

Transport of bagged goods in bagged piecesBagged cargo

Transport of goods in containers (e.g. consumer goods)Container

Transport of goods requiring special vehicles (e.g. machinery)Special truck

Fresh food Transport of perishable food products

Transport of natural gasNatural gas

Logistic SystemsTable 2:

Commodities with the same characteristics regarding physical conditions and transportability 
are allocated to one of the logistic systems above and its set of transport costs. It is possible 
to open or close specific transport modes and links (e.g. transhipment links and transfer 
centres) for certain logistic systems.

10.2 Transport Modes
The freight model considers all relevant transport modes for freight traffic, including:

► Road

► Rail

► Ship

► Pipeline

For each mode there is a separate network, while transfer links allow for transshipment of 
goods between different modes at transfer locations like ports and transfer hubs.

10.3 Calculation Steps
The following figure demonstrates the main steps of the freight traffic calculation, the required 
input data and the resulting output of each step. These steps are calculated separately for 
each commodity to take into consideration their specific characteristics regarding freight 
generation, distribution and assignment (incl. route and mode choice).
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Calculation StepsInput Output
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Figure 38: Calculation steps of freight model

First, the generated volumes [t/a] per traffic zone are determined. The result is for each 
commodity one vector with the production volume of each traffic zone and another vector 
with the consumption volumes.

In the freight distribution step, the volumes of these two vectors are distributed with a gravity 
model between the traffic zones. As a result, there are ton flow matrices for each commodity, 
which are assigned to the multimodal network in the last step.

Besides the ton flow matrices generated for freight traffic between TRACECA countries and 
TRACECA countries and external countries matrices were calculated for freight traffic 
between external zones which traverse TRACECA countries. The matrices were derived 
from statistics for base year 2008 and factored for the forecast horizons.

Depending on the network parameters and transport costs, for each commodity and OD 
relation the optimal route is chosen. It is always the most cost efficient route and transport 
mode selected, which can also be a combination of different modes with transhipments within 
the transport chain. As a result, the ton flows per link and transport mode are determined.

For a detailed description of each calculation step please refer to TRACECA Freight Model 
Report.
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11 Model Structure and Components

TRACECA IDEA Freight Model

1

Network Model

• ««—-о ч > e ___ учет»i ıw» » » «»

►. t

B5r
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.

VISUM 11
- Network elements, attnbutes and parameters
- assignment results

Excel (VBA)+ VISEVA
- script based control of freight generation, 

distribution, assiyiment (mode and route choice)

I
Figure 39: Components of TRACECA IDEA freight model

The TRACECA IDEA freight model consists of two components:

► Demand Model

► Network Model

The demand model calculates ton flow matrices per commodity based on land use data 
input, network parameters and transport costs. The network model contains all elements of 
the network supply.

Both components are described in detail in the following sections.

11.1 Network Model
According to the task the TRACECA network model was built in VISUM. The following 
descriptions of VISUM related functionalities or input steps always refer to VISUM release 
11.0 (or 11.5). For changes applied to later VISUM releases such as 12.0 or 12.5 please 
refer to the VISUM user manual.

The TRACECA network (supply) model in VISUM basically consists of traffic zones, 
connectors, nodes and links. All network elements were consistently transformed into World 
Geodetic System (WGS) 1984 coordinate system with geographical coordinates. This 
coordinate system does not allow for calculating true lengths. Due to technical problems the 
network can be transformed into Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system 
where locations are specified in meters to the East and to the North, but it cannot be 
transformed back into WGS 1984. Hence, in order to calculate link lengths a copy of the
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network has to be transformed into UTM (Zone 36N), there the lengths have to be calculated 
and then to be copied back into the original (WGS) model.

i

*]Network parameters1
j Units I Calendar | Direction of traffic | Attributes | Network objects |Scale

tI

-Network

1 Shift networkNetwork scale

- System of co-ordinates

C VISUM (no projection) 
(• From file IGCS_WGS_1984

F" Transform co-ordinates in case of changes
1

Ч,Lengths

Recalculate

F” Recalculate the lengths of links and connectors 
F” Recalculate line route length data from link lengths 
Г Regard only active links, connectors, line routes

Calculation method--------------------- '—-------------------------------

C Length = Direct length x Network scale

<• Length = Polygon length x Network scale
(intermediate points are regarded for links with edited shape)

Г

CancelOK

Figure 40: Transformation of coordinate system in VISUMi

The TRACECA model is established as a maximum network with all network objects (links, 
zones, nodes, connectors) already implemented for all scenarios. It is recommended always 
to keep, update and maintain one maximum (master-) version where all changes, which are 
useful for the entire TRACECA model and which might be made in subnetworks or by other 
users, will be implemented into that maximum version. As long as there were only changes 
undertaken to attributes and parameters these can easily be done by copy and paste from 
the version with the amendments into the master version. For practical reasons this master 
version should be a base year version which will be transferred in forecast and scenario 
versions as described below.

In case the network topology needs to be altered a subnetwork can be generated from the 
maximum version, there the amendments can be made and subsequently the subnetwork 
can be implemented back into the maximum version. Provided no alterations were made to 
the cordon nodes of both, the maximum version and the subnetwork.

i
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In order to generate a subnetwork the network objects that shall be included in it have to be 
selected (by spatial selection or through filter criteria) and subsequently the Subnetwork 
calculator from the Calculate menu applied. *L

t

J

Selection of network objects for the subnetworkFigure 41:

I

Г 1

П

J
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Subnetwork generator

Г Version file
TRACECA subnet| Browse

<~ Entire line route from start stop point to end stop point 
C Cut line route at boundaries of analysis polygon 
<• Cut line route, indude subnetwork cordon stops

- Matrices for assigned demand segments
________ [ Л.

□ WOO 2 
W003 
W004 
WOO 5 
W007 
W008 
W009 
W010

W002
W003
W004
W005
W007
W008
W009
W010

1

□2

□3

□4

□5

□6

□7

_d□8

I- Include the demand model in the subnetwork (with standard settings 
for newly created cordon zones)

- Subnetwork cordon zones---- -------—--------- ------------- —--------
I- Use connector links

(continuously ascending numbers of cordon links, cordon nodes and 
cordon zones PrT)

(• Numbering of cordon zones with offset 
<~ Continuous numbering of subnetwork cordon zones

Offset + connNodeNo.

Zone type for cordon zones

1000000

9
■ ЩШ

] CancelOK

Subnetwork generator in VISUMFigure 42:

11.1.1 T ransport Systems
The transport supply may consist of several transport systems. Transport systems are used 
for example, to allocate attributes for network objects dependent on transport systems. This 
is how links can be opened for a transport system like car, for the transport systems bus and 
HGV it might be blocked. However, the TRACECA model follows another approach to 
distinguish between the transport systems so there is only the transport system ‘Freight’ 
(type PrT) to be used for the freight transport.

11.1.2 Traffic Zones
Traffic zones (TZ) represent origins and destinations of trips, in case of the TRACECA model 
that is start and end point of freight flows.
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For the TRACECA model 172 traffic zones were defined and differentiated into the following 
4 types:

Kind of TZType No of TZs

123 Internal TZ within TRACECA countries1

2 13 TZ within South Russia

Neighbouring countries, Russia and China divided into four TZ respectively203

External TZ (groups of countries, continents)164

Table 3: TRACECA: Types of traffic zones

The boundaries for all internal TZ were derived or generated by splitting or combining 
features from TRACECA GIS Database shape file. Centroids (usually calculated the 
geographical centre) were adjusted manually to major agglomerations within TZ. External 
traffic zones do have no boundaries and centroids are not true to scale.

Figure 43: TRACECA Traffic Zones

The traffic zone code contains information on the type of TZ (first number), the ISO country 
code and a consecutive number. The traffic zone name is either the administrative unit or 
derived from location.
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Zones represent the connection between the demand and the supply of the TRACECA traffic 
model. Hence, the definition of traffic zones for demand and supply is identically. In order to 
increase the level of detail regarding the TZ one way is to disaggregate existing zones. In 
VISUM Zones can be disaggregated from zones context menu by using the split command 
and defining the origin and destination weights for demand matrices.

JLİEnter split weights for demand matrices
Hi

1051 4301 4302Zone

ШOrigin weight 0,5 0,51,0

rüHü
10,5Destination weight 1,0

CancelOK

Figure 44: Splitting Zones in VISUM

At this stage the new zone numbers cannot be changed!

In the following dialog VISUM asks the user to confirm the split operation since assignment 
results will be deleted, matrices will be changed and connectors will be deleted.

Subsequently the new centroid position has to be determined by clicking the desired position 
and in the following dialogs the number of the new zones and specific attributes can be 
changed. It is strongly advised to keep the TRACECA system of zone codes which provides 
gaps within the zone numbers for all countries and regions.
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Edit zone 4301
:

П4301Number

_1lype

Code

Г
Name

OD demand | DStrata | HBEFA | User |Basis Coni

□Relative state [Ignore

50AddValue 1 

AddValue 2 

AddValue Д

0

0

г Position

32,6674x

39,9052У

CancelOK

Edit new Zones in VISUMFigure 45:

Since the data for calculating the demand are stored and processed externally in the Land 
Use File and the Control File the changes have to be undertaken in these files accordingly. In 
contrast, the external update of land use data does not affect the VISUM TZ as long as the 
zone numbers remain unchanged.

Attached to the VISUM traffic zones there are User-Defined-Attributes (Udef):

CommentUdef

Country the TZ is part ofCountry

Population of TZPopulation

Area of TZ [km2]Area

Centralisation index (1 stands for Agglomeration, 2 for rather homogeneous distribution of 
land use within traffic zone, 3 for traffic zones with distribution of land use primarily along 
traffic infrastructure and great shares of unused land space)

Centralisation

Population density [inhabitants per km2]Density

Table 4: TZ: User-Defined-Attributes
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Data in User-Defined-Attributes is static information and needs to be updated (and in case of 
centralisation estimated) manually.

11.1.3 Connectors
Every traffic zone is connected to at least one node via a connector so that travellers / goods 
can leave and reach this zone. A connector correspondents to access and egress routes for 
which a walking or driving time and length is given. Zones are origins and destinations of 
trips so that connectors are always the first and the last part of a trip.

After adjusting the TZ centroids connectors to road, rail or pipeline links can be added 
automatically or manually. For the first the nodes on roads, rails or pipelines respectively 
have to be activated before a maximum number of connectors of the chosen type (see 
below) and maximum length can be generated.

J Generate connectors X

Only active zones / nodes are connected
№ jPrTj 
Г PuT

Maximum length (direct dist.) | lkm

FMaximum number (current step)

FMaximum total number per zone (PrT)

Type of generated connectors
1J

OK

Figure 46: Adding connectors automatically

By adding connectors manually type, length, transport system and time can be specified. 

TRACECA network model has connectors of the following types:
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Type Kind of Connector r

Connecting TZ to road link nodes1

2 Connecting TZ to rail link nodes

Connecting TZ to (external) waterway nodes3

Connecting TZ to oil pipeline link nodes4

Connecting TZ to gas pipeline link nodes5

Table 5: TRACECA: connector types

Connector lengths for internal traffic zones and South Russia were calculated on basis of 
TZ’s centralisation and density (see above), resulting in 2/3, 'A and 1/3 of traffic zone radius. 
Access time and egress time for connectors are calculated at a speed of 35km/h.

For external traffic zones connector lengths represent approximately the deep-sea shipping 
routes and access time and egress time are calculated at a speed of about 18km/h.

The assignment of freight volumes to the network is mainly based on costs for both 
transporting distance and time used for the transfer (see below). For connectors to road links 
the costs are calculated on the basis of connector lengths, average speed (35km/h) and 
rates per ton and kilometre plus rates per ton and hour depending on transport systems 
respectively.

For connectors to rail links the costs for 24 hours of waiting time (representing transshipment, 
coupling etc.) are added to those for the TZ’s connector to the road network. Following this 
approach a certain advantage is given to road transport for short distance transfers since rail 
transport especially for large amounts of goods is much less cost-intensive.

The following User-Defined-Attributes were attached to connectors.

lJ

Udef Comment

length related costs [EUR/t*km] to be used during assignmentCost km

Cost h time related costs [EUR/t*h] to be used during assignment

Cost fixed Calculated costs [EUR]

Idle time

Table 6: Connectors: User-Defined-Attributes
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11.1.4 Nodes
Nodes are objects which define the position of intersections in the link network and of 
switches in the railway network. They are start and end points of links. Usually nodes will be 
classified in VISUM networks in order to distinguish between different node types (signalized 
/ non-signalized, give way, ramp ...). Based on node (turn and link) types turn standards for 
time penalties and capacities can be defined and allocated. However, since no (the entire 
TRACECA area covering) information on node types were available the nodes in the 
TRACECA model are not classified and the model is not considering time penalties and 
capacity restrictions on turns.

г

11.1.5 Links
Links describe roads, rails, pipelines or seaways of the transport network. They connect 
nodes or intersections of PrT network. A link is modelled as a directed edge and is clearly 
defined by FromNode number and ToNode number. Each direction is an independent object 
in the network model.

In VISUM links are defined by a set of attributes. For the TRACECA model the following 
attributes are used at present:

► Unique number of link

► FromNode and ToNode number of link

► Link type

► Link length

► List of permissible transport systems

► Capacity

► Permissible speed

A classification of link types was developed, taking into account the special needs for 
TRACECA network model.

i
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Max. speedMax. speed No of linksNumber Name HGV

Forecast and Border links

0 0 117closed road0

120Border road 30 4061

12020 2142 Border rail

Multi lane motorway

70 881312012 motorway

110 70 1088415 motorway

100 70 2618 motorway

Two lane highway

60 603211021 highway

100 60 1306highway22

50 361810024 highway

149490 6025 highway
I

90 50 151427 highway

50 3642highway 7028

Highway

50 495132 highway 90

80 50 384433 highway

40 7467034 highway

50 40 22urban highway37

50 40 1413638 urban highway

40 30 707639 urban highway

Arterial

80 50 893arterial41

360370 4042 arterial
LJ

60 40 5427arterial43

□urban arterial 40 30 870247

20 174448 urban arterial 30

Special

650 river crossing ferry 1 1

Railway

1164 track premium 4560

45 14261 2 track premium
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Max. speed 
HGV□ Number Name Max. speed No of links

62 2 track 35 4982L.

63 2 track slow 25 100

64 1 track premium 45 0

65 1 track 35 618

66 1 track slow 25 6

Ferries and pipelines

71 Ferry 17 6

72 Ferry red 17 74

73 RailFerry 17 6

74 RailFerry red 17 40

75 Ferry lowcap 17 2

Crude Oil Pipeline76 15 112

Crude Oil Tanker77 15 20

Natural Gas Pipeline78 15 148

Transshipment and virtual connection

81 Transshipment RoRo 15 58

83 Transshipment Rail 15 42

85 Transshipment RailRoad 15 294

87 Transshipment Oil 15 32

89 Transshipment Gas 15 2

97 virtual connection 30 36

virtual connection by 
land98 30 26

!
Virtual maritime 
connection

■

99 18 32

Table 7: TRACECA: link type list with global type categories

In order to identify borders links with type 01 for roads and type 02 for rails were 
implemented. The User-defined attribute ‘Country’ for these links is populated with the 
abbreviations for the countries separated by the border respectively. In case of closed 
borders the capacity for the very links was set to 0.

Border crossing links and their attributes are currently stored and updated in a separate MS 
excel sheet ‘Bordercrossings_Road_Rail.xls’. Here costs (toll rates), capacities and idle times 
can be updated and subsequently transferred back into the VIUSM model.
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Edit fink
f

101 Border road109084Number lype
esM■■и

—From node 63468

B,F,FR,H,PTo node 63472 Iransport systems

I ICA user I Time-varying attributes I _±1_LCongestion | DUE

r 1
f BGR - TUR

Attribute Value
COUNTRY 
TRACECA 
Border 
cost_km 
cost_h 
cost_fixed 
idle_time 
BaseYear_ADT_ton 
BaseYear_ADT_HGV 
BaseYear_ADT_TEU 
Measure 
Measure®

110
0,10
2,00
6,67
7,00
0
800 n
0

0

- 'Show all Rows
:

IOpposite OK Cancel
L_J

Figure 47: Example for border-crossing link between Turkey and Bulgaria

Link types as listed above represent the state of the model at present. More link types may 
have to be defined during calibration and for additional links in forecast models. In VISUM 
this can easily be done by opening the Link type window from Network menu .

J
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MLink types №

□
□r

L

□
^-Transport systems

Perm.(Std) PrT-TSys Max speed Toll

IГ 20,0km/hDS Deep-sea 0.00

r~F1 FR Freight 
HHGV

50,0km/h
50,0km/h

0.00
#LE. 0.00

Г NG Natural gas 
Oil Oil

15,0km/h
15,0km/h

0.00

tT1Г 0.00

lii

____________________________________________
Std. speed Cost 1Cost 2 Cost 3.
100,0km/h 
50,0km/h

Perm.(Std) PuT-TSys
F В Bus
F F Fuss

0.00 0.00 0.00

-J

_______ mm
I1 ]. CancelOK

Figure 48: Link type menu

Here link types can be changed and new link types can be added in the gaps between the 
existing ones. It is recommended to maintain the TRACECA model hierarchy by inserting 
new link types within the main (global) type blocks according to link characteristics. For 
calculations in the TRACECA model the attributes ‘Capacity PrT’ and the Max.Speed for 
Transport System (PrT-TSys) ‘Freight’ are the most important parameters. However, for 
readability and understanding at least the Names, Ranks speed limits (vO PrT) and number 
of Lanes should be defined.

Currently all links in the TRACECA model do have standard attributes as defined for link 
types. Although it is possible to change link parameters like speed or capacity for single links, 
it is strongly recommended to always use the standard attributes.

D
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Edit link
l—!

I3162 2track509999191Number lype
From node 160438 

To node FR,RTransport systems159200 P!

Basis I PrT TSys I PuT TSys | Environment | EWS-971 Congestion | < I ►

vO PrT 

Lanes

Capacity PrT 

HGV share [%]

VolCapRatio PrT 

Volume PrT [Veh] 106813

35,0km/h l._J0kmDirect

254 km 1 Usength

2000000AddValue 1

0 0AddValue £

0AddValue 3 53 %

0Plan no.

Bar Fabel

lame

ink closed to all public transport systems!

U - J

I ICancelOpposite OK
-J

Figure 49: Changing attributes for selected links

Standard attributes are applied when creating new links of a certain type. In contrast, by 
changing link types only, on existing links the attributes will not be adopted immediately. 
Therefore it is necessary to choose ‘Standard values ...’ from Links context menu. It is 
recommended to apply a filter to links so that only the changed links will be set to standard 
values. For infrastructure measures this can easily be done by utilizing the Udef ‘MeasurelD’ 
or ‘Measure’.

- * 1J
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Multi edit Links

p" Only active onesП

Formula Special functions j

zJStandard values—i

Attributes:

Capacity PrT 
vO PrT 
TSys set 
Number of lanes 
t-PuTSys

гч

LJ

1

Use standard valuesLJ

Close

Assignment of standard values to linksFigure 50:

Road links

Sources for road links were basically WORLNET and ESRI’s Digital Charts of the World. The 
selection of road links was based on the level of detail in WORLDNET (Europe) and on 
information from UN’s national maps indicating main roads and secondary roads.

Figure 51: TRACECA Road and RoRo Ferry network
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Speeds for road link types as listed above were determined

► with regards to function and condition of links

► in consideration of nation specific speed limits for automobiles and trucks as well as 
results from local experts data collection

► depending on urban or rural location

Road speeds represent free speeds on long distances without waiting times. These are 
attached to the relevant links (e.g. border crossings) separately. There is a known 
discrepancy between the average speeds to be achieved on very long distances (e.g. 
Bucharest to Almaty) and the speeds for short or medium distances. For the first information 
is available stating average speeds ranging from about 20 km/h to about 30km/h. This 
includes resting times and intermediate stops for loading and unloading on top of the known 
waiting and handling times at border crossings. However, on short and medium distances 
(e.g. Istanbul to Ankara) average speeds close to the administrative speed limits can be 
achieved. So the speeds for road links across the entire TRACECA model were calibrated to 
achieve an overall average speed of about 40km/h.

Rail links

ri

■?

—1

-

]

i. J

Figure 52: TRACECA Rail and Rail Ferry network

Rail link lengths are calculated for and derived from link polygons. The number of tracks per 
link was derived from different sources, basically from WORLNET and the results from local 
experts data collection.

Railway speeds represent the average speed on long distance journeys already taking into 
account technical waiting times and coupling. Depending on the number of tracks and, where 
given, the information on track electrification the tracks and hence the link speeds where 
differentiated into premium, normal and slow.
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Additional waiting times were attached to links at borders especially with gauge conversion. 
The latter were differentiated with respect to the technical standard of conversion points.

Border crossing links

In order to allow for consideration of both, political or infrastructural changes with respect to 
transboundary transport all border crossings (rail and road) are modelled with separate links 
of (notional) 500m length and specific link types (01 for road, 02 for rail). The user defined 
attributes “Cost_km”, “Cost_h”, “Cost_fixed” and “ldle_time” are populated with values where 
known from several sources or average (assumed) values otherwise. The user defined 
attribute “Country” is specifying the countries on either side of the transboundary link 
respectively. On border crossing links closed for political or technical reasons the link 
capacity is set to 0, preventing freight flows to use these links during assignment.

Ferry links

Ferry sailing times and speeds were derived from timetables where available or calculated 
from medium speed for ferry boats. Average waiting times at ports were derived from 
timetables if available, set to 30 hours as standard otherwise.

Besides the ferry connections frequented on regular basis additional connections were 
implemented to consider special sea transport (like coal or iron ore transports to iron and 
steel works) or cargo vessels operating on charter basis.

Pipeline network

Pipeline links were implemented with no detailed geometry since there was no sufficient 
information to be found. Hence pipeline lengths are calculated basically on the basis of direct 
distances.

i

Transshipment

Transshipment links were implemented in order to connect 

► RoRo Ferries to road links

► Rail Ferries to rail links

► Road transport to rail transport (at present one transshipment per TZ that’s connected to 
the rail network)

► Crude oil tankers to crude oil pipelines

► Natural gas tankers to gas pipelines
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—3

Links and transshipment, on example of Odessa / lllichivk regionFigure 53:

Transshipment costs, waiting/loading times and capacities were mainly investigated from port 
operators and additional internet sources. Since not all maritime cargo connections could be 
determined, minimum capacities were implemented for smaller ports in order to allow for 
alternative routes too. Average costs and waiting times were applied to the transshipment 
links within traffic zones.

While working on VISUM networks User-Defined-Attributes (Udef) offer a valuable possibility 
to (temporarily) store, calculate and display data. In the case of links some of the information 
derived from WORLDNET, TRAFFIC FLOW or other sources were attached to the links in 
the VISUM. The following selection of User-Defined-Attributes is attached mainly for 
information purposes:

Udef Comment

10 for road links crossing borders, 60 to 62 for rail links crossing bordersBorder

1 - link is part of WORLDNETWorldnet

1 - link is part of any TRACECA corridorTRACECA

CountryCountry

INTLCODE road link code international

NTLCODE road link code national

Links: User-Defined-Attributes for informationTable 8:

Other User-Defined-Attributes are used for calculation purposes:
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CommentUdefn
Cost km length related costs [EUR/t*km]

Cost h time related costs [EUR/t*h]

Cost fixed Costs calculated or derived [EUR]

e.g. differentiated waiting times at border crossings [h]Idle time

Time calculated for weighting [s]TIME

Table 9: Links: User-Defined-Attributes for calculation

Transshipment links play a crucial role in TRACECA model since they represent and control 
ports or other transshipment places with their specific capacity restraints, costs, idle times 
and facilities to handle different logistic systems. All transshipment links and their attributes 
have to be matching in the VISUM model and the control file (see 11.2.1) respectively.

11.2 Demand Model

•' TIM
Currently iWi» «* 48 out of 80 commodities 
and II out of 11 logistic systems active.

P 1. Calculate Impedance
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Landuse data 
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Figure 54: Control file user interface

The demand model consists of two Excel files:

3. Land use data file

► Land use data

► Production and consumption volumes by commodity
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4. Control file

► VBA script based control of all modelling steps

► Allocation of commodities to logistic systems

► Definition of transport costs per logistic system

► Definition of additional (political) impedances

► User interface for control of calculation steps (see Figure 5)

The content of both files is described in the following chapters.

11.2.1 Control File
!Path: \Model\ControlWControl_v37.xls

Purpose: Control of model calculation steps and parameters

The following table presents the relevant sheets of the control file and their contents. I.

Excel Sheet Content

User Interface for freight model calculation 
Calculation Start 
Path Settings
Selecting calculation steps and calculation parameters

Control

Definition of additional impedances between countriesImpedance

Trip length distribution by commodityResults

Selection of commodities for calculation 
Definition of gravity parameters for distribution 
Allocation of commodities to logistic systems 
Definition of loss of value by commodity

Commodities

J

Definition of transport costs for logistic systemsLogistic

Activation / Deactivation of the transhipment links in the network model for logistic 
systems

Transshipment

Table 10: Content of the Control File

11.2.2 Land Use File
Path: \Model\Landuse\ FData_20120117.xls

Purpose:

► contains all relevant land use data on TZ level (population groups, freight generators, 
production capacities, etc.)
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► provides vectors of production and consumption volumes as result of the freight 
generation calculation to the control file

The following table presents the relevant sheets of the land use file and their contents.

Excel Sheet Content

Socio-economic input data for forecast horizon years 2020 and 2030 
population growth on national level 
GDP growth on national level

Forecast Data

Population Base Year population data on national level and for each traffic zone 
Urban / Rural Population 
Split into 8 prosperity groups

Population 2020 2020 population data on national level and for each traffic zone, extrapolated from base 
year population data according to forecasted population development and GDP growth

Population 2030 2030 population data on national level and for each traffic zone, extrapolated from base 
year population data according to forecasted population development and GDP growth

CommoditiesJnterface Generated demand by commodity (production / consumption) on TA2 level for base 
year in [tons per year];

Commodities Interface Generated demand by commodity (production / consumption) on TAZ level for 2020 in 
[tons per year];20

Commodities Interface Generated demand by commodity (production / consumption) on TAZ level for 2030 in 
[tons per year];30

Construction Activities Demand calculation for construction materials (base year, 2020, 2030)

Demand calculation for agricultural products (base year, 2020, 2030)Agriculture

Demand calculation for wood related commodities (base year, 2020, 2030)Wood

Demand calculation for industrial products (base year, 2020, 2030)Mineral Ind

Consumer Goods Demand calculation for consumer goods (base year, 2020, 2030)

Table 11: Content of the Land Use File

□ 12 Freight Model Calculation

12.1 Requirements

12.1.1 Software
i—1

The freight model requires the installation of the following software packages:

► PTV VISION Software VISUM (versions 11.0 or 11.5, size U1)

► Microsoft Excel 2003 or newer version
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12.1.2 Path Structure and Input Files
The path structure of the model directory is shown in Figure 55. The path settings in the 
control file are set up according to this structure and it is strongly recommended not to 
change the path structure of the model.

В CD [Model]
□ [Control]

В _D [Demand]
В 012008]

CD [Mat_extemal]
CD [Matl ]
Q[Mat2]

В CD [2020]
В CD [Scenl]

CD [Mat_extemal] 
CD [Mat 1] 
CD[Mat2] 

BLD[Scen2]
- СЭ [Matextemal] 

ID [Matl]
CD [Mat2]

В CD [Scen3]
CD [Mat extemal] 
CD[Mat1] 
Cj[Mat2]

В CD [Scer>4]
CD [Matexlemal] 
CD [Matl] 
CD[Mat2]

В D [2030]
В p [Scenl]
В CD [Scen2]
В □ [Scen3]
В CD [Scen4]

_D [Landuse]
В lD [Skim]

CD [2008]
В D [2020]

CD [Scenl]
□ [Scen2]
CD [Scen3]
CD [Scen4]

В CD [Visum]

CDIGpa]
DP-LA]
D [upar]

В CD [Version]
j [2008]

В CD [2020]
CD [Scenl]
CD [Scen2]
_D [Scen3]

CD [Scen4]

C_

< . -J

Figure 55: Path structure

The content of each folder is shown in the following table.

Folder Content

Control File (see chapter 11.2.1)Model\Control

2008 freight matrices

- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity

Model\Demand\2008
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Folder Content
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2020\Scen1 Scenario 1 2020 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2020\Scen2 Scenario 2 2020 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2020\Scen3 Scenario 3 2020 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2020\Scen4 Scenario 4 2020 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2030\Scen1 Scenario 1 2030 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2030\Scen2 Scenario 2 2030 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2030\Scen3 Scenario 3 2030 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Demand\2030\Scen4 Scenario 4 2030 freight matrices
- Mat 1: annual ton flow matrices by commodity
- Mat 2: daily ton flow matrices by commodity and logistic system
- Mat_external: daily ton flow matrices between external zones by commodity

Model\Skim\2008 2008 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution calculation)

Model\Skim\2020\Scen1 2020 Scenario 1 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2020\Scen2 2020 Scenario 2 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2020\Scen3 2020 Scenario 3 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)
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ContentFolder

2020 Scenario 4 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2020\Scen4

2030 Scenario 1 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2030\Scen1

2030 Scenario 2 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2030\Scen2

2030 Scenario 3 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2030\Scen3

2030 Scenario 4 Impedance matrices by commodity (required for distribution 
calculation)

Model\Skim\2030\Scen4

VISUM parameter files (required for assignment step of model calculation)Model\Visum\upar J
VISUM 2008 network model (see chapter 11.1)Model\Visum\version\2008

VISUM 2020 Scenario 1 network model (see chapter 11.1)Model\Visum\version\2020\Sc
ren1

VISUM 2020 Scenario 2 network model (see chapter 11.1)Model\Visum\version\2020\Sc
en2

VISUM 2020 Scenario 3 network model (see chapter 11.1)Model\Visum\version\2020\Sc
en3

VISUM 2020 Scenario 4 network model (see chapter 11.1)Model\Visum\version\2020\Sc
en4

Table 12: Content of Model Directory

12.1.3 Land Use File
The Land Use File (currently FData_20120117.xls) comprises the selection, calculation and 
formatting of all land use data required for the TRACECA IDEA demand model. The file 
includes a number of country sheets with data collected for all TRACECA countries 
respectively. These data provide the basis for socio economic date, especially the population 
data. For the determination of production and consumption of goods for all traffic zones four 
sheets (‘agriculture’, ‘wood’, ‘mineral ind’ and consumer goods’) are included where 
economic data from several sources are stored and calculated. In order to determine growth 
rates a number of sheets is inserted to calculate socio economic development on the basis of 
population and GDP data. Finally the data are merged and formatted in sheets that represent 
the basis for the control file to manage the exchange between the data base and the VISUM 
version files. For further details please refer to section 14.1).

12.1.4 External Matrices
In order to allow for assessment of external freight flows traversing TRACECA countries 
separate matrices were calculated for all three time horizons. The matrices were mainly 
derived from statistics for base year 2008. These trade flow statistics (e.g. UNComtrade) 
state the reported yearly ton flows between external countries. Partly the countries were 
subdivided (namely Russia and China) into smaller traffic zones. Shares of freight flows,
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possibly traversing TRACECA countries (vs. deep sea transport), were individually estimated 
and separately stored in matrices. For the forecast horizons 2020 and 2030 the matrices 
were factored on the basis of estimated growth factors.

The external matrices provided can be used for all scenarios within a time horizon, but the 
demand will not be changed in case of implementing infrastructure measures improving 
routes through TRACECA countries.

12.1.5 Visum network files
For base year as well as for the forecast horizons and for the scenarios VISUM files 
(versions) are generated and stored according to the path settings as described above. All 
information and data required for the generation of impedance (skim) matrices, for calculation 
of demand distribution and choice of transport system and for the calculation of the 
assignments are stored in the particular version files for the scenarios. During the 
assignment process version files for (all) iteration steps are generated and stored 
additionally. The VISUM version TRACECA_EVA.ver is provided for demand distribution, the
version files TRACECA_2008_[date].ver and TRACECA_2020_[Scenario]_[date].ver are 
used for assignment of freight flow. During the assignment the resulting version files are 
stored TRACECA_2008_[date]_um[iterationstep]_[assignmentstep].ver 
TRACECA_2020_[Scenario]_[date]_ um[iterationstep]-[assignmentstep].ver.

andas

12.1.6 Control file
The control file represents the basis for all calculation steps and provides the opportunity to 
change relevant settings. While some settings are the result of comprehensive calibration 
works others can be used to amend settings on the basis of new findings or to update certain 
values.

12.2 Start Calculation
To start the calculation open the control file and go to the sheet ‘control’. The calculation is 
started with the “START CALCULATION” button.

Optionally, the following settings can be defined before starting of the calculation:

► Selection of Calculation Steps

► Path Settings and Assignment Parameters

► Selection of Commodities

12.2.1 Selection of Calculation Steps
The selection of calculation steps can be carried out in the upper section of the control file 
user interface (see figure below).
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: TflHCECR

Start calculation;

■■■■■■
commodities Information about network; 

elements and commodities

START CALCULATION number of zones 
number of commodities: 
numer of vehicles/modes: 
number of logistic systemsWrite/read project file 11

write
project-file

read
project-file

388transshipment-links

R reduce i

Selection of VISUM version

VlSUII-Call:
Vtajm.115

dExternal Muuli-call requires 'scriptmuulıar 
Internal Muuli-call reouires more memory

Figure 56: Selection of calculation steps

The following calculation steps can be selected:

5. Calculate Impedance: Impedance matrices for the distribution calculation are calculated 
for each active commodity

6. Calculate annual volumes: Ton flow matrices are calculated for each active commodity 
[tons/year]

7. Calculate trips per commodity: The yearly ton flow matrices from step 2 are converted 
to daily ton flow matrices

8. Assignment by tons: the daily ton flow matrices from step 3 are assigned to the 
network

9. Analyses ->Length distribution ton flows: For each active commodity the length 
distribution is calculated for analysis purposes

In order to prevent inconsistencies within the iterations of the model run the separate 
selection of calculation steps is currently disabled!

12.2.2 Path Settings and Assignment Parameters
The path settings in the Control File determine the folders and files for the input data and for 
the results of the model calculation. The following figure shows the sheet with the path 
settings.
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Aggregation code files for analyses
|C '=ıaeae\TP.tCEC.RıWoO€A'.1SÜI№aaq_ıa<!№tcoa I Browse |

——l-Sri Ш I
Aggregation-files for Analyses:
Level 1 (e g Countes):
Level 2:
Level 3:__________

Figure 57: Path settings in the control file

The path settings have been set up according to the model path structure, shown in Figure 55 and Table 12: 
Content of Model Directory

If the model will be executed on a computer with a different drive letter or path structure, the 
directories can be modified with the “Browse” button to select the modified path.

The complete path settings can be saved as a project file with the button “write project file” 
and opened again with the button “read project file”. This provides a comfortable way to 
create different path setting files, for example for:

► Different work stations or

► Different horizon years

Besides, the path settings the user can modify the assignment parameters before starting the 
calculation. However, the assignment parameters have been adjusted during model 
development and it is not recommended to change them.
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Assignment-Parameters:

Iterations:

Assignment steps 4 
:arning pararreter

4 ___Jrecommended: 4
recommended: 3

Le 0,01 recommended: 0,01■

existing impedance for 1. Iteration

’olume-Delay-Parameters
ГExponential (borders, transshipment);PR1 (road, rail links)

53 recommended: 5(13) aa

84 recommended: 5bb (2.6)

11 recommended: 1recommended: 1 cc

1500 recommended: 2000d

150% recommended: 1,5sat_crit Iмпинп
Figure 58: Assignment parameters

For changing the assignment parameters, refer to section 14.2.5.

12.2.3 Selection of Commodities
The commodities used for model calculation can be selected in the control file in the sheet 
‘commodities’. In this sheet all commodities, which are included in the freight model, are 
listed and can be activated/de-activated for the calculation, as shown in the following figure.

number of active commodities
47 totals:

Definitions, parameters and 
results by commodities%

•X
representative 
logitic for 

İ Commodity-group (for impedence 
§statistic analysis)

J If
О _S

calculation fileshort ConMnoditv
Д1 Activating/deactivating all commodities q

— special truck _9FData_201l 
_6FData_201l 
10 FData_201l 
_7 FData_201l 
10 FData_201l 
6 FData_201l 

10 FData_201l 
6 FData_201l 

_6FData_201l 
10 FData_201l 
_3 FData 2011

Activating /deactivating single commodities* 
wo 02 Cereals 
W003 Potatoes 
W004 Pulses 
W005 Vegetables 
W006 Sugar beet
W007 Fruits_______
W008 Oli Crops 
W009 Cotton 
W010 Meat 
İW011 veg Oil 
jw012 Food products

riadure
2 Food bUk: fbod+fbddИ

__2 Fiod fresh foodк
2 Rod bagged cargo ▼0

—2 Rod fresh food✓ .......2 Rod bufc fbod+fodd
2 Rod fresh food0
2 Rod txdc fbod+fodd0
1 к nature bide fbod+fodd0
2 Rod fresh food0
2 Rod Aid: food0 —10 FData 20K2 Rod fresh food0

7 ЯЦ. ОПИr\

Figure 59: Selection of commodities

It is recommended to activate aN commodities for the freight model calculation. However, for 
testing the model functionally it may be useful to activate only selected commodities.
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12.2.4 Additional Impedances
Reduced impedances may result from different trade conditions between countries within 
regions of bilateral or multilateral free trade agreements or additional (especially bilateral) 
impedances can occur between countries with cultural differences (e.g. Armenia - 
Azerbaijan). In some cases additional impedances even apply for certain commodities only. 
These special impedances cannot be considered with a mere gravitation approach. 
Therefore the sheet ‘Impedance’ provides the opportunity to define specific impedances for 
country-to-country relationships for all as well as for selected commodities. In total 11 
different groups of relationships (A to K) can be defined for groups of countries or single 
relationships. The additional value is to be defined as percentage of the impedance as 
calculated from the network.
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Figure 60: Definition of surcharge per commodity and relationship group
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Figure 61: Definition of country-to-country relationship
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Besides the relationship between the TRACECA countries and their neighbours this 
additional impedance is used to prevent the freight distribution from generating freight flows 
between external countries (‘K’ between external TZ).

12.2.5 Logistic
Cost rates for distance related (in EUR/km) as well as for time related (in EUR/h) costs can 
be defined in sheet ‘Logistic’ for all logistic systems. However, the cost rates have been 
adjusted during model development and it is not recommended to change them except 
reliable data (valid for the entire study area of the TRACECA region and the neighbouring 
countries) are available.

DObnc.»**Log is

III
t*d

Road Rad Waterway Maritime Od Pipe Gas PipeRoad Rail Waterway Maritime Od Pipe Gas Pipe

nama
FlJR/V CI1DV pıınıb PUQ/V FUR'km FUR/h F|lD/b FIJR/h Fur/ FUR/h FllR/T)

0,150 0030 0,020 0,014 0,010 999.000
0,120 0,040 0,030 0,015 999000 999.000
0,080 0,000 0,040 0,031 999,000 999,000
0,060 0,025 0,020 0,010 999,000 999,000
0.055 0,030 0,025 0,010 999000 999.000
0.060 0040 0.030 0.015 999000 999000
0.070 0.055 0.045 0.020 999000 999 000
0.100 0.060 0.050 0.020 999 000 999 000
0.120 0.000 0.065 0 030 999 000 999 000
ОцЦ 0,120 0,100 0,059 999.000 999.000

0.200 0,300 0,300 99.000 999000 0.0Ю

Ц»____ 0.00 0,12 999.00
0,30 0,15 999.00 999.00
0,40 0,30 999,00 999.00
0,20 0,09 999,00 999,00
0,20 0,10 999,00 999.00
0.25 0.15 999 00 999 00
0.30 0.20 99900 999 00
0.40 0.22 999 00 999 00
0.60 0.30 99900 99900
1.00 0,50 999,00 999,00
4.00 99,00 999.00 0,010

3.00 0,50
a fluid: crude od 
b fluid od products 
C IIukJ loud

0,002,20

1.00 0,00

1,50 0,50
d bull row mate rah

1,50 0.55la bull construction mMi 
f buk food • fodder 
9 baooedcaroo

1.60 0.60

1.30 0.00

2.00 1.00

2.40 1.30
i special truck 
j frosh food 
к natural gas

2.50 2,00
3,00 4.00

Figure 62: Definition of rates for distance and time related costs

Apart from distance and time related costs specific rates for loading / unloading and loss 
ratios can be defined, but since no reliable data were available these parts are not 
implemented in final calculation yet.

12.2.6 Transshipment
In the sheet ‘Transshipment’ all transshipment links are listed in order to define potential 
transfers between different logistic systems. All transshipment links are primarily sorted 
according to the link type which represents the type of transshipment (please refer to Table
7).
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Figure 63: Definition transshipment parameters

In order to allow for easy exchange between VISUM and the control file the list starts with the 
header as it is required by VISUM for copying list contents in and out. For the process of 
copying this array has to be included in the area to be copied.

12.3 Results
For each of the selected calculation steps the resulting files are saved according to the path 
settings. The table below provides an overview of generated files as result of the model 
calculation.

Calculation Step Results

1. Calculate Impedance Impedance matrix (*.imp) for each active commodity in the folder 
\Model\EVA\Skim\

2. Calculate annual volumes Ton flow matrix (*.fma) for each active commodity as [tons/year] in the 
folder \Model\Demand\<year>\Mat1\

3. Calculate trips per commodity Ton flow matrix (*.fma) for each active commodity as [tons/day] in the 
folder \Model\Demand\<year>\Mat2\

VISUM network model with assignment results (*.ver) for each iteration 
step in the folder \Model\visum\version\

4. Assignment by tons

9. Analyses (length distribution) Chart with trip length distribution by commodity in the control file, sheet 
"results”

Table 13: Results of freight model calculation

: 13 Analysis of Model Results
j.

VISUM provides a wide range of graphical and tabular display options for the data of the 
traffic model. The model data can be analyzed from different views. It is possible to output
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the link volumes calculated in an assignment as a table in a list and graphically as link bars in 
the network editor. Below, the most common display and analyzing tools are presented. L J

13.1 Graphic Parameters
For the visual presentation of the model results, VISUM provides a wide range of graphic 
parameters to edit the graphic display of the objects in the network window as required.

In the graphic parameters, the user specifies how each network object type is displayed. To 
edit the graphic parameters, select the entry “Graphic parameters...” in the Graphic menu. A 
new window opens, where the display options for each network element type (e g. links, 
zones, etc.) can be modified.

Edit graphic parameters

Basisг: layer 
i Nodes 
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Active j Passive | Marked | One-way roads |

Display (Active, dass 1)
0 Draw
□ Draw uitl scale
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$ Screenknes 
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Figure 64: Graphic parameter window

Regarding the TRACECA Freight Model especially the graphic parameters for links are 
important, where you can select for example:

► The colour and line style of the link by attributes (here link type)

► The link bars (including scaling widths, colour)

► The bar labels (e.g. showing the number of tons transported on a link)

► ...
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Modified graphic parameters can be saved as * gpa file as follows:

► In the File menu, select the entry “Save graphic parameters as...”

Saved graphic parameters (*.gpa file) can be opened as follows:

► In the File menu, select the entry “Open graphic parameters...”

By opening a graphic parameter file, the same graphic display is created that has been 
saved before.

13.2 Lists
General

Lists in VISUM can display the attribute values of each network object type in a table form. 

VISUM lists can be used for the following applications:

► To get an overview of the network object data of your model and network analyses results 
in table form

► To save attribute files for the exchange with other VISUM models

► To export any attribute of the list in a database or in a spreadsheet

► To simultaneously change the attribute values of multiple network objects, as efficiently as 
in spreadsheets

► To display the set of network objects, which correspond to the set filter criteria

The list columns contain freely selectable attributes, the rows contain different objects.

The user can specify which attributes should be displayed in the table columns, in all lists. 
The selection of displayed attributes together with the format of the table columns (e.g. 
decimal places, alignment) is called list layout, which can be saved as a list layout file (*.lla).

Within the TRACECA model some functionalities are based on the exchange of information 
between VISUM and MS excel. A comfortable way is the interchange via lists. Once a list is 
copied to Excel a VISUM specific header comes on top of the data to be exchanged. It is 
important to always include that header when copying data back into VISUM.
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Figure 65: VISUM list header

Creating a list

To create a list go to the List menu and select the network object type (e g. “Links” or 
“Zones”). A list with all network elements is created showing the default attributes.

Regarding the TRACECA Freight Model, especially the list of links and the list of zones is of 
importance. Link lists for example can present link attributes like length, capacity, speed, link 
volumes (in total or by commodity) for all links of the network. Zone lists for example can 
present the land use data information of each zone and the generated freight volumes (in 
total or by commodity).

As an example, Figure 66 shows an excerpt of a link list with the following attributes:

► The number of the link

► The start node and the end node of the link,

► The type number of the link

► The length in [km]

► The capacity [tonnes per day]

► The link volumes in [tonnes per day]

► The country

a.

I
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Figure 66: VISUM link list

13.3 Flow Bundle Analysis
General

Flow bundles filter specific flows of the assignment result by a range of criteria.

Flow bundles consist of all paths traversing the network objects marked for flow bundle 
calculation. The network objects can be for example:

► One or more links: The flow bundle will show all ton flows passing the selected link(s)

► One or more zones: The flow bundle will show all ton flows with the origin and/or 
destination in the selected zone(s).

► A combination of the network elements above
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Hence, the flow bundle analysis is a helpful tool to analyze,

► The origin and destination of freight volumes on a certain link

► how is the freight traffic generated by one zone distributed to the network 

This can be done for the total freight traffic, but also for selected commodities.

Creating a flow bundle

A flow bundle analysis is carried out as follows:

10. The VISUM network version with the assignment results must be open in VISUM

11. In the Graphics menu, select the entry “Flow bundle”. The flow bundle window opens.

Flow bundle

PrT - | Link _*
Type ;No

800578650 ЯLink1

В Alternative routes

IS Create ink bars for flow volumes, if арркаЫе

: I i Execute I I dose j

12. Select the type of network element (link or zone) and chose the specific element in the 
network. (This can be repeated for several elements.)

13. In the column “DSeg" the commodities can be selected to be considered for the flow 
bundle analysis. By default, all commodities are active.

14. Click the “Execute” button to calculate the flow bundle.

Note: Flow bundle volumes can be displayed as bars. If the flow bundles are not displayed as 
desired, you can set the required graphic parameters in the Graphics menu by selecting the 
entry “Graphic parameters...” and changing the settings for the entries “Links -> Bars -> 
Display” and “Flow Bundles”.

Once a flow bundle has been created and executed it can be saved as a graphic parameter 
file saving all flow bundle settings and graphic parameters.
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Figure 67: Flow bundle analysis for Danube Bridge connecting Romania and Bulgaria

13.4 Screenlines
General

A screenline is a polyline, which can be inserted into the network by the user with any 
number of intermediate points. The screenline is inserted so that it intersects multiple links. 
The values of any attribute of all links intersecting the screenline can then be aggregated with 
the screenline.

A screenline always has a direction. Depending on the order in which the polygon points are 
inserted, the direction always points to the right in the direction of creating.

Creating a screenline

A screenline is created as follows:

15. In the VISUM Overview window, select the Network tab.
16. Click the Insert mode icon 5).

l

17. Click the Screenlines button.

18. In the network, click the position where the screenline shall start.

19. In the network, click the position where the screenline shall end.

Note: If you want to edit the shape of the screenline while inserting it, you can specify 
the course with consecutive mouse clicks

20. Confirm the definition of the course with the right mouse button or by pressing Enter. 
The Create screenline window opens.
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21. Enter the desired properties of the screenline and confirm with OK.

Screenlines are a useful tool to calibrate an assignment model by means of counted link 
data. Moreover, it can be used to analyze and display assignment flows in an aggregated 
way. Regarding the TRACECA Freight Model, screenlines can be used for example to 
aggregate all flows passing a border or a certain corridor.
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Figure 68: Screenline for border crossing (rail and road) links Moldova - Ukraine

13.5 Difference Networks
General

The network merge function in VISUM creates a so-called “difference network" for the 
comparison of two transport networks and the display of their differences. For network merge 
any networks can be combined with each other. After that, however, only evaluation 
functions are available, hardly any editing functions.

Regarding the TRACECA Freight Model, a difference network is a useful tool to:

► Analyze the impact of a new infrastructure measure

► Compare the increase / decrease of link volumes between different scenarios or horizon 

years
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Creating a difference network

Note: First, the two models to be compared have to be saved as version files.

22. In the File menu, select the entry “Compare and transfer networks -> Network merge 
mode”

The Network merge mode windows opens.

1Network merge mode

Network A

QVersion fie D:\Vsum\WfNet\Net 1. ver

Networks

QD:\Visum\DffNet\Net2.verVersion fie

Graphic parameters

] QD:\Visum\DtffNet\Netl .gpaFie

Save

Filter

QFie

Save

CancelOKOpenSave

23. Select the two version files to be compared. Optionally, a graphic parameter file and a 
filter file can be selected.

24. Confirm with OK.

The merge network is calculated and displayed. The title bar of the program window 
indicates that you are in the network merge mode.

Graphic display of differences by means of link bars

For the graphical display of the differences the graphic parameters have to be set 
accordingly. The graphic parameter settings allow to display:

► Difference values by means of link bars

► Parallel display of attribute values of the two networks, which are compared 

For both cases, you have to proceed as follows:

25. In the Graphics menu select the entry “Graphic parameters...”.

26. In the navigator, select the entry “Links -> Bars -> Display”.
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27. Select the link volume attribute as “Diff” to show the difference values or as “Net1” and 
“Net2" for a parallel display.

28. Make the desired changes of scaling, label and fill style.

29. Confirm with OK.

The difference network in Figure 69 shows as an example the increase and decrease of the 
link volumes between the model runs for 2008 and 2020.

j

Figure 69: Example of difference network

14 Changes of Model Parameters
Basically, it can be distinguished between two groups of model parameters:

30. Land use parameters

31. Control file parameters

Land use parameters are stored in the land use file and are the input data for the first step of 
the model calculation, which is the freight generation.

The Control File parameters are defined in the Control File and have an impact on the freight 
distribution and assignment (mode and route choice).
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14.1 Land Use Parameters
The land use data is the input data for the freight demand calculation and can be divided into:

► Socio-economic data (populations data and GDP growth) and

► Industrial production figures, including the production by commodity in tons on national 
level and the distribution of production facilities on traffic zone level

As the result of the freight demand generation, for each commodity there are two vectors:

► Production in [tons/year] per traffic zone

► Consumption in [tons/year] per traffic zone

The process of the calculation of these vectors from the land use input data varies between 
the different types of goods, which is demonstrated in the flow charts in Figure 70 to Figure
73.

Production on Consumption on Production per Consumption per 
National level National level Traffic zone Traffic zone

1.Type I: 
Agriculture 
Products/ 
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National 
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from FAO 
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2.
National 

consumption 
from balance 

conditionj
3.

Break down 
to TZ by 
rural pop.

<

4.
Break down 

To TZ by 
urban pop.

Figure 70: Calculation of production and consumption per traffic zone - type 1
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Figure 71: Calculation of production and consumption per traffic zone - type 2
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Figure 72: Calculation of production and consumption per traffic zone - type 3
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Figure 73: Calculation of production and consumption per traffic zone - type 4

The calculation processes for the different types of commodities are conducted in the land 
use file in the sheets:

► “Agriculture”

► “Wood”

► “Mineral Ind”

► “Consumer Goods”

Г"]The results of the generation calculation, which are the production and consumption vectors 
per traffic zone and commodity are automatically updated in the sheets:
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► “CommoditiesJinterface”: base year demand

► “Commodities Interface20”: demand in 2020

► “Commodities Interface30”: demand in 2030

14.1.1 Socio-Economic Data
The generated freight demand of food products and consumer goods highly depends on the 
population of the traffic zones. Besides the total number of population, the following 
information is required for a differentiated demand calculation

► Urban / rural population

► Split of population into prosperity groups

The split of the population into 8 prosperity groups has been determined based on national 
GDP figures and prosperity indicators. It allows for a differentiated demand calculation 
depending on specific consumption factors for each prosperity group. Furthermore, proposed 
changes of prosperity and living standards and the resulting changes of the demand can be 
adequately considered for forecast calculations.

14.1.1.1 Changing Base Year Population Data
The base year population data has been determined according to official statistics. This 
includes:

► Total Population

► Urban Population

► Rural Population

► Split of population into prosperity groups 

on national level and on traffic zone level.

To modify the base year population data, proceed as follows:

32. Open the Land Use File, sheet “Population”
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EC D FA В
4
5 Pop total , Pop urban J*op rural 

3.238 000 2.073.400 1.164.6006 Armenia
7 Azerbaijan
8 Bulgaria
9 Georgia
10 Kazakhstan
11 Kyrgyzstan j
12 Moldova
13 Romania
14 Tajikistan
15 iTurkey
16 Turkmenistan
17 Ukraine
18 Uzbekistan
19 South Russia
20 External Zone!
21 | TRACECA total

8.922.300İ 4.829.600 4.092.700İ
7.606.551 5.407.105 2.199.446
4.382.100 2.303.416 2.078.684

15.571.506 8.265.935 7.305.571
[5.666.600 2.089.704 3.576.896

.572.703 1.476.110 2.096.593
! 21.584.365 11 913.9381 9.670.427

7.373.800 1 942.204 5.431.596
j 70.586.256 49.747.859 20.838.397

5.110 000 2.350.600 2.759.400
46.143.70Ö; 31.587.200_J_J4.556.500
27.313.700 10 106.069 17.207.631

Г22 868.370 13.006.208 9.862.162
■

A
249.939.951 147.099.348 102.840.603

22
23

CoHyl
Armenia 1.111.300 1.111.300
Armenia 1.140.100 492.900

469.200

4.153.700 2.979.000 1.174.700
398.400 115.500 282.900

4 370 200 1 735 100 2 635 100
916.054 568.993 347.061
924.273 603.449
991.471 700.843

1.121.569 775.331
2.115.042 1.738.979
1.538.142 1.019.510
1.136.600 1.106.500
1 731 000 762 427 968 573

24 TAZ Nr. TAZ Name
25 105101 Yerevan
26 105102 East-Armenia
27] 105103 West-Armenia Armenia 986.600

Azerbaijan 
Azerbaijan

301 103103 West-Azerbaijan Azerbaijan
31 110001 Severozapaden Bulgaria
32 110002 Severen tsentralen Bulgaria
33 110003 Severoiztochen Bulgaria
34 110004 Yugoiztochen Bulgaria
35 110005 Yugozapaden Bulgaria
36 110006 Yuzhen tsentralen Bulgaria

Georgia
38 126802 West-Georgia Georgia

0
647.200
517.400ИНН

28 103101 East-Azerbaijan 
103102 Nakhchivan29

320.824
290.628
346.238
376.063
518.632
30.10037 126801 Tbilisi

33. There is one row for each traffic zone where the figures for total, urban and rural 
population can be changed.

34. The population sum on national level and the population split into 8 prosperity groups 
will be updated automatically.

14.1.1.2 Changing Forecast Population Data
The same set of population data as in the base year is also required for the forecast years 
2020 and 2030, including:

► Total Population

► Urban Population

► Rural Population

► Split of population into prosperity groups 

on both national level and traffic zone level.

The population data for 2020 and 2030 is extrapolated based on the population distribution of 
the base year population and official forecasts of:
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► Population development until 2020 and 2030 on national level

► GDP growth until 2020 and 2030.

To modify the forecast population data for 2020 and 2030, proceed as follows:

35. Open the Land Use File, sheet “Forecast Data”

M NA К | LGВ Hl|
1 POPULATION
2

Л/pop total Pop urban Pop rural

3.175.000 2.147.000 1.028.000
9.838.000 : 5.558.000 4.280.000
7.017.000 5.262.000 1.755.000
3.982.000 İ 2.174.000 1.808.000

16.726.000 11.101.000 5.625.000
I 6.159.000 2.511.000 3.648.000

3.378.000 1.462.000 1 916 000
20 380.000 11825.000 8.555 000
8446.000 2.355 000 6 091 000

83 873 000 61.277.000 22 596 000
5.816 000 3 135 000 2 681 000

42.945.000 31.741.000; 11.204 000
31.185.000 11.677.000 19.508 000

421,813.136 12.499.318

A/İ3 2020 2030
Pop total Pop urban Pop rural

3.170.000 2.291.000 879.000
10.323.000 6 364.000 3 959.000
6.469.000 5.085.000 1 384.000
3.779.000 2.292.000 1.487.000

17244 000 12.426.000 4 818 000
6 543 000 3 080 000 3.463 000
3 182 000 1.591.000 1.591 000

19489 000 12.379 000 7.110.000
9.618.000 3.249.000 6 369 000

90375.000 69.467.000 20.908.000
6.276.000 3.763 000 2.513.000

40.188.000 31 497.000 8.691 000
V 33.933.000 14 908 000 19 025 000

X20.759.257 12 333 185 8 426 Oj/

5
6 Azerbaijan
7 Bulgaria
8 Georgia
9 Kazakhstan
10 Kyrgyzstan
11 Moldova
12 Romania
13 Tajikistan
14 iTufhey
15 Turkmenista
16 Ukraine
17 Uzbekistan
18 South Russia

H

и 9.508 000 , 
Э313 8У

Growth Rate Base Year - 2020 
Pop total Pop urban Pop rural

15*1% 1д'б%

-20.2% 
-130% 
-23.0% 

2.0% 
-8.6% 

-11.5%
Tajikistan 14.5% 21.3% 12.1%
T”*"- 18,8%; 232%: 8,4%i

-23 0% 
13.4% 
-5.6%

19
20 Growth Rate Base Year - 2030 

Pop total Pop urban Pop rural 
-2.1% 10.1% -27.8%
142%! 27,6%: -3,1%

-6.1% -46.5%
Я 4L5%;-32,7%

10.0% 37.5%
14,2% 39.4%

-11.6% 7.9%
-10.3%

21
-1.9%
10.3%

Bulgaria -7.8% -2.7%
Georgia I -9,1%| -5,6%
Kazakhstan 7,4% 34.3%
Kyrgyzstan 8.7% 20.2%
Moldova -5.4% -1.0%
Romania -5.6% -0,7%

22 ini
23 Azerbaijan

-16.2%
-15,1%25

-44.2% 
-3.1% 

-26.4% 
3.9% -29.9%

26

28
29

26.6% 55.5% 15,4%
23,6% 322%: 0,3%:

30
31 Turkey

Turkmenista 13.8% 33.4%

ШSouth Russii -4.6% -3.9%

-9.2%32
33 -13,9%

11.1%% i.3%
-5.4%___ -15.4%

34
-9,7%;

36. There is one row for each country where the figures for total, urban and rural population 
on national level for 2020 and 2030 can be changed.

37. The split of the forecast population to traffic zone level and into prosperity groups is 
updated automatically in the sheets “Population 2020” respectively “Population 2030”.

To modify the forecasted GDP growth until 2020 and 2030, which influences the split of the 
population into prosperity groups, proceed as follows:

38. Open the Land Use File, sheet “Forecast Data”
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G H I
OWN ASSUMPTIONS

E FC D
FROM INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
Absolute Growth p.a. Growth p.a. Growth p.a. Growth p.a. Growth p.a. Growth p.a.

2021-25 2026-30

40
41

2010 2011-14 2015-2042 2008 2009
43 Armenia
44 GDP pa
45 PPP pa
46 Azerbaijan
47 GDP pa 
4 8 PPP pa 
49 Bulgaria 
50İGDP pa
51 PPP pa
52 Georgia
53 GDP pa
54 PPP pa
55 Kazakhstan
56 GDP pa
57 PPP pa
58 Kyrgyzstan
59 GDP pa
60 PPP pa
61 Moldova
62 GDP pa
63 PPP pa
64 Romania
65 GDP pa 
66! PPP pa
67 Tajikistan
68 GDP pa
69 PPP pa
70 Turkey 
njGDP pa
72 PPP pa
73 Turkmenistan
74 GDP pa

7.0% 6.5% 6.0%11.9 -27,1% -5,1%
1IJ 44.3% 2.8%

f
46,4 -8.4% 22.1%
74.9 9,2% 9,0%

7,1%
5,6% 5.5% 5.0% 5.0%

6,0%6,1% 7.5% 7.0%
4.5%4,1% 5,5% 5.0%

3,5%1,5% 6,4% 3.5% 3 0% ..
2 0% _

49,9 -10,3%
93,7 -5.0% 2,5%5.9% 2.5%-1,0%

J
6.0%12,9 -14,6%

21,4__ -2,5%
-2,0% 7.0% 6.5%

6.0% 5.0%

6,5%
5,5%

3,6% 6.6% 5.5%

12,8% 13,4% 7,5% 7.0%135,6 -21,1%
177,8 -0,5% 6.5%3,6% 8,1% 6.0%

!
8.0%8.5%-7.3% 2,1%

3,0%
7,3% 8,0%5,1
6,6% 8.0% 7,5% 7.5%11.6 4,6%

6.0%6.0 ___ -11,9%
10,7 -7,6%

6,3% 6.5% 6.5%-10,9%
1,5% 6.4% 6.5% 6.5% 6.0%

4.5% 
4 5%

3,3% 13.4% 5.0% 5.0%200,1 -19,7%
270,8 -7.0% 2,0% 7.7% 5.0% 5,0%

J
5,3% 16.0%
4,6% 7,9%

-0,5%
5,3%

5,1 11,0% 10.0%-10,9%
13,1 3,6% 9.0%

4.5%

9.5% 9.5%
I

730,0 -18,7%
915,2 j -5.0%

4.7%
5,5%

5.0% 4.5%
5.5%6.0% 5.5%

80%32,7% 19,0% 10.0% 9.0%18,2 -2,0%

39. For each country there is one row with the annual growth of the:

► Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and

► The GDP with Purchasing power parity (PPP)

40. For the split into prosperity groups, which is updated automatically in the sheets 
“Population 2020” respectively “Population 2030”, the PPP growth rate is applied.

14.1.2 Industrial Production Figures
As can be seen in Figure 70 to Figure 73, the generated freight demand is determined by:

► the production by commodity in tons on national level and

► the distribution of production facilities on traffic zone level

For the base year these figures have been determined from official statistics, while for the 
forecast horizon years, the base year figures have been extrapolated according to the 
proposed population development and GDP growth.

The production on national level and the distribution of production facilities can be modified in 
the sheets:

Г

!

► “Agriculture”

► “Wood”
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► “Mineral Ind”

► “Consumer Goods”

14.2 Control File Parameters
The major model parameters of the Control File are

► The transport costs by commodity and logistic system

► The gravity model parameters by commodity

► Additional impedances

► The assignment parameters

All of these parameters have a significant influence on the model results. The parameters 
have been set during the model calibration process and it is not recommended to change the 
figures. However, for certain forecast scenarios it may be necessary to change the 
parameters according to the modified conditions that shall be reflected.

14.2.1 Transport Costs
General

.□

Г“Т

Figure 74: Composition of total transport costs

As illustrated in Figure 8, the total transport costs, which are the determining factors for the 
route and mode choice during the assignment, consist of:

► Time costs (mode specific time related costs + commodity specific loss in value)

► Distance costs (mode specific distance related transport costs)

TRT Trasporti e Territorio in association with:
Alfen Consult, Dornier Consulting, PTV
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► Handling costs (costs for loading/unloading and transhipment)

During the assignment calculation, the most cost-efficient route and mode choice for each 
commodity and OD relation is selected.

For the TRACECA Freight Model, a set of costs related to times, distances and handlings for 
all transport modes has been defined for each logistic system. Commodities with the same 
characteristics regarding physical conditions and transportability are allocated to one of the 
logistic systems (listed in Table 2) and its set of transport costs. These costs represent the 
technical costs of the transport.

In addition to the logistic system specific transport costs, for each commodity additional time- 
related costs are defined, which are:

► the interest costs and

► the loss of value

Commodities with a higher value have higher interests costs and a higher loss of value 
during transport. Also commodities with a short durability (e.g. fresh food and perishable 
goods) have a have a relatively high loss of value. The higher the interest costs and the loss 
of value of a commodity are, the more likely it is transported on a faster transport mode and 
route. !_J

-
Changing Transport Costs 

Transport costs for each logistic system

To change the transport costs defined for each logistic system proceed as follows: 

1. Open the Control File, sheet “logistic”

f

1 I
Co* iUflMfc

ЙМ A* Я* Am*

Am* IU Ям OtfFV Ом •**« ft* <MA»»OmR»J Am* Am Ям 0*АмОмР*
вй 1 Ю I M I mi i M ba I cun I M I M I tu> вй I ba I вй I t* I cm |ца*мипу»1влм|ца>мвам пд* |

lı
Ям о»Лм GM*vlil tuA»

in ом его ого woo too oao ого ого woo о «о о ом оси о ом моооо эго о.оо он го wow
оом ооо1 оиооо mow г го ого о«о «мм wow 
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ш гм ом мм мм оно оме о ом омом моем гм по о и омм омм
«и ом о» мм мм ой* их омо моно омом гм гм ».и омм омм

•го ом ого ого ми
im ого ого мм мм
mo ом ого ми иго щ ом
ом о» он мм мм ом ого

он ми мм ом ом он ми

• о* омЯМ 0*1
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ом ом ом.
ом ом ом оом мм ом ом ом мм
ом ом ом оом мм ом ом ом оом
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ом ом ом ми мм ом ом ом мм мм
ом им

ООМ ООН ОМОМ «И!

0. 01 >1 ООН’С II ’: Iо»

There is one row for each logistic system

2. Change the transport costs (handling, distance-related, time-related) by transport 
mode defined for each logistic system according to the new transport cost 
information.

Note: Transport modes can be closed completely for a certain logistic system by 
defining very high transport costs for this particular transport mode and logistic system.

The change of the transport costs of one logistic system will apply for all commodities 
assigned to the logistic system respectively. r
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Allocation of a commodity to a logistic system

To change the allocation of a commodity to a logistic system and thus change the logistic 
system specific transport costs for a commodity, proceed as follows:

41. Open the Control File, sheet “commodities”

There is one row for each commodity.

42. In column X there is the allocated logistic system for each commodity, which can be 
modified by changing the entry in the drop-down menu.

[number of active commodities
48 totals:

Definitions, parameters and 
results by commodities*

3
г

short Commodity logistic share (group)
Al units'

1 W001 Living Animals
2 W002 Cereals
3 W003 Potatoes
4 W004 Pulses
5 W005 Vegetables
6 WO06 Sugar beet
7 W007 Fruits 

HW008 Oli Crops
/^■Kw009 Cotton 

j|w010 Meat 

11W011 vegOil
12 W012 Food products
13 W013 Luxury food products 
Hw014 Row wood

7^^HW015 processed wood
16 W016 wood products
17 W017 Paper

вA10 - frerfi food
A01 - fluid: crude OH 
A02 - fluid: ОЙ products 
A03 -fluid: food_____

V
СЭ

V
V A05 - bulk: construction materia 

A06 - bulk: fbod+fbdder 
A07 - bagged cargo 
A08- Container'

3

A10 - fresh foodv ▼

A06 - buk: food+fbdderV

A06 - buk: food+fbdder z.
A10 - fresh foodV

A03 - fluid: food z_J.
A07 - bagged cargo z_3A07 - bagged cargo✓

3ACW - buk: row materialsV

3A05 -buk: construction materi

3A08 - Container

3V A08 - Container

After allocating a commodity to another logistic system its transport costs change accordinglylj

Commodity specific time costs (interest costs and loss of value)

To change the specific time costs of a commodity, proceed as follows:

43. Open the Control File, sheet “commodities”

There is one row for each commodity.

44. In columns S, T and V the following values for each commodity can be modified

► Value in [€/t]

► Interest rate

► Days until total loss of value

1

"i
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и v w
number of active commodities

S TD
221

2 totals:48

§Definitions, parameters and 
results by commodities »%

О£
£3

3 I Interest 
% cost

€/(t*h) Tage €/(t*h) 
0,029 3 650 0,034

10 0,625
100 0,042

5 1,000
~~з| 27,778 

5 15,000 
50 1,833

3 13,889 
2 52,083

5,5 loss of 
•3 о valueValue3 short Commodity

units:4 Al €Л
3000 0,0860

150' 0,0860 0,001
100' 0,0860 0,001
120' 0,0860 0,001

2.000' 0,0860 0,020[
1.800' 0,0860 0,01
2 200' 0,0860 0,022
1 000' 0 0860 0,01
2.500' 0,0860 0,02
6 000' 0,0860 0,059

1 W001 Living Animals 
W002 Cereals 
W003 Potatoes 
W004 Pulses 
W005 Vegetables 
W006 Sugar beet 
W007 Fruits 
W008 Oil Crops 
W009 Cotton 

| worn Meat

5
6
7 И
8 3
9 ✓1

10
11
12 3
13 ✓1

14 3

45. The interest costs (column U) and the loss of value (column W) are updated 
automatically.

14.2.2 Parameters for the Gravity Model
General

Using a gravity model, the generated origin and destination volumes per zone are distributed, 
resulting in yearly ton flows between the traffic zones. The transport distance and OD 
relations generated by the freight distribution is mainly influenced by the gravity function and 
its three parameters that are used.

The TRACECA Freight Model uses the so-called EVA1 function:
a#*)•/\х)*(1+х)~**х> where

The function parameters a, b, c have been defined for each commodity during the model 
calibration process and it is not recommended to change these parameters. However, if 
required the gravity parameters can be changed in the Control File.

/ + exp<b-cx)

Changing Parameters for the Gravity Model

To change the parameters of the gravity function of a commodity, proceed as follows:

46. Open the Control File, sheet “commodities”

There is one row for each commodity.

47. In columns M, N and О the parameters a, b, c of the gravity function (EVA1 function) 
can be modified for each commodity.
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A В
number of active commodities

C D L P Q
12 '1 10

totals:48

Definitions, parameters and 
results by commodities% VI SEVA-Calculationej

Ш
s
z О

ъ
short Commodity Impedance matrix EVA-Parameters

•i- иAl unitsi
W001 Living Animals 
W002 Cereals 
W003 Potatoes 
W004 Pulses 
W005 Vegetables 
W006 Sugar beet 
W007 Fruits 
W008 OH Crops 
W009 Cotton 
W010 Meat_______

0,65 4 0,02 1,000 Q
1,000 Q 
1,000 Q

worn, imp 
W002.imp 
W003mp 
WOWjmp 
W005mp 
W006.np 
W007jnp 
УЮ08.ШР 
W009.imp 
<V010.ira>

4vl
43

1,000 Q43
4 1,000 Q3

0,1 1,000 Q 
4 0,06 1,000 Q

1,6' 4 0,03 1,000 Q
1.000 Q
1.000 Q

4

4'

A3

14.2.3 Custom Charge as Additional Impedance
General

In the trip distribution step, the gravity function evaluates the impedance of each OD relation. 
The impedance between each zone is monetary value consisting of:

► Time costs

► Distance costs and the

► Custom charge

For each commodity an impedance matrix is calculated by the model, which has an impact 
on the freight distribution of the commodity.

Time and distance costs of this impedance matrix can be considered as “technical” transport 
impedances and are calculated from the network attributes (distance and speed) and the 
defined transport costs.

The custom charge is an additional impedance defined in the Control File representing the 
relationship between countries in matter of trade.

For each country-to-country relation, one of the following custom factors class is defined.

i

Custom Factor Class Relationship between Countries

A internal

в European Union
C Russia <> Neighbours
D trade union, dedicated goods (1)
E trade union, dedicated goods (2)
F trade union, dedicated goods (3)
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Relationship between CountriesCustom Factor Class Г 3
G friendly г 1(_ JH normal
I unfriendly
J blocked for dedicated goods
К blocked for all goods

Table 14: Classes of custom factors

Furthermore, for each of the 11 custom factor classes, a custom factor by commodity is 
defined.

The custom charge as additional impedance is calculated as follows:

Custom Charge = Custom Factor x Value of Commodity

The model is set up in a way that potential changes of the trade relations between countries 
until the horizon year 2020 and 2030 can be considered. However, currently it is assumed 
that the status quo remains unchanged in the forecast years.

□

Changing the Custom Charge as Additional Impedance

To change the custom charges as additional impedances, proceed as follows:

48. Open the Control File, sheet “Impedance"

49. In the lower part of the sheet there is a country-to-country matrix, where the Custom 
Factor Classes (representing the relationship between the countries) can be modified.

A D U.V.W X.Y.2.AA
» «• fcr e—ОШS+Ш (A -. KJ CayMah.'' -J

I I İ I i I i ! J f i f } ! İI II I I! I S i İ *
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50. The custom factors by commodity for each Custom Factor Class can be changed in the 
upper part of the sheet. The custom factors are defined as percentage of the 
commodity value.
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14.2.4 Transshipment Parameters
General

During the assignment step the route and mode choice is carried out simultaneously. For all 
commodities the best way is determined on the basis of costs, established for the logistic 
systems. However, although it might be the most cost efficient route for a certain commodity 
to change from rail or road to ship and back after crossing a sea some ports do not facilitate 
all types of goods or modes. Therefore it’s necessary to block transshipment links, 
representing ports, for certain logistic systems. On top of that, costs for transshipment, port 
capacities and handling times do have a significant impact on the travel times and hence 
costs for maritime transport since the transport on the vessel as such is very cost efficient 
compared to other modes. So it is crucial for calibration to control transhipments. In order to 
do so the relevant attributes for transshipment links are stored and to be changed in the 
control file.

Changing Transshipment parameters

To change the transshipment parameters proceed as follows:

1. Open the Control File sheet ’Transshipment’
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There is one row for each transshipment link and each direction

2. Change the capacity (CAPPRT), handling costs (COST_FIXED) and handling 
time (IDLE_TIME)

3. In order to block a transshipment for a certain logistic system change the values 
where 0 stands for blocked and 1 stands for opened

In order to allow for reliable model results it is crucial to keep the data regarding identifier and 
specification of transshipment links in the ‘Transshipment’ sheet always up to date.

1
14.2.5 Assignment Parameters

General

In the assignment step the route and mode choice are conducted simultaneously. The ton 
flow matrices of each commodity are assigned to the multi-modal network with an iterative 
equilibrium assignment procedure. The assignment step is repeated several times in an 
iterative process to consider changes of transport times (and costs) due to capacity 
restrictions of the network. The recalculation of the transport times in each iteration step 
considering the capacity restraints is done with a so-called volume delay function, which is 
defined as follows:

tc, =t0-(l+a-satb)

The parameters influencing the assignment result are as follows:

► Parameters a and b of the volume delay function

► Learning parameter

sat < sat^

r~l

1
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Changing Assignment Parameters

To change the assignment parameters, proceed as follows:

51. Open the Control File, sheet “control”

52. In the section with the assignment parameters, the values can be modified for:

► Number of iterations and assignment steps

► Learning parameter

► Parameters for the two volume delay functions

l

ШШШ

4Iterations: 
Assignment steps 
Learning parameter

recommended: 4
4 recommended: 3

0,01 recommended: 0,01

Volume-Delay-Parameters

BPR1 (road, rail links) Exponential (borders, transshipment)
3 5(1.3) recommended: 5a a

84 b recommsnded: 5b (2-6)

1 1recommended: 1 recommended: 1c c

1500d recommended: 2000

150%sat_crit recommended: 1,5НИМ

15 Network Updates and Changes
Transport networks are constantly subject to change, especially in the TRACECA area where 
infrastructure, roads, rails as well as ports and vessels, was neglected for a long period of 
time. So during the development of the TRACECA model a number of important 
infrastructure measures might have been completed and need to be updated or implemented 
in the network model. Generally the same applies for proposed projects that need to be 
evaluated and therefore shall be implemented in the maximum version (see 11.1).

Since the TRACECA model is not taking into account node impedances in most cases 
network amendments will comprise upgraded or newly built links or new connections in 
maritime-traffic.

In case of upgrading existing links all there is to do is choosing the appropriate link type(s) 
from the link type list and apply these link type numbers to the link (or link selection along an 
entire stretch) to the network. Subsequently the standard values for the link attributes have to 
be assigned to the links as described in section 11.1.5.

As long as the upgraded links do not have a significantly different alignment compared to the 
alignment before the link length(s) do need to be updated. Otherwise the new length(s) 
should be calculated (or derived from given planning materials) and updated.
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For the implementation of new links it’s necessary to know the alignment or at least the new 
length and the characteristics of the proposed infrastructure. Ideally digital data or a digital 
image of the measure is available that can be inserted into VISUM as a background image or 
a GIS object. Then it’s necessary to make sure that there are nodes on either ’end’ of the 
proposed link. If necessary the links where the proposed link connects to the existing network 
need to be split. VISUM automatically calculates the new link lengths for the resulting two 
links and leaves all other attributes unchanged. Then the new link will be inserted, choosing 
the appropriate link type for either direction and, if applicable, immediately digitizing the 
alignment (holding down Ctrl. Key) given from the background. Finally the given or calculated 
link length has to be entered.

In case of a new maritime-traffic connection the shipping route will be connected to existing 
transshipment links, or, if there is a new port to be considered, a new transshipment link, 
representing the port, has to be inserted first, connected to road and / or rail links and 
populated with adequate values for the idle time. Transshipment links play a crucial role in 
TRACECA model since they represent and control ports or other transshipment places with 
their specific capacity restraints, costs, idle times and facilities to handle different logistic 
systems. All transshipment links and their attributes have to be matching in the VISUM model 
and the control file (see 11.2.1) respectively. Waiting times for vessels as well as for trains, 
trucks, containers and transshipment costs need to be known or estimated and implemented 
for new or upgraded ports (Udef 'idle time’ and 'cost_fixed) in order to adequately consider 
the new port infrastructure.

In order to allow for consideration of both, political or infrastructural changes with respect to 
transboundary transport all border crossings (rail and road) are modelled with separate links 
of 500m length and specific link types (01 for road, 02 for rail). The user defined attributes 
“Cost_km”, “Cost_h”, “Cost_fixed” and “ldle_time” are populated with values where known 
from several sources or average (assumed) values otherwise. The user defined attribute 
“Country” is specifying the countries on either side of the transboundary link respectively.

On border crossing links closed for political or technical reasons the link capacity is set to 0, 
preventing freight flows to use these links during assignment. Besides, closed border links, 
especially if applied for all crossing links between two countries, do have a severe impact on 
freight distribution. Nevertheless, the impedance imposed by closed border links only will not 
necessarily block entire country-to-country relations for distribution. That’s why the additional 
impedance for the very country relationship should be adjusted in the control file too (see 
12.2.4 and 14.2.3).

Apart from new or upgraded links it can be necessary to amend the TZ structure or the 
connection between zone and network (connector) for a specific zone since a major freight 
generator or a new settlement was erected somewhere where there was no infrastructure 
before. So in that case at least the most efficient transport infrastructure (road or rail 
connections) in the vicinity of the facility or the settlement needs to be in place or 
implemented and the connector from the existing (or the new) zone needs to be added to a 
node. This should be the node where the traffic flows from the very zone enter the network in 
reality, which is not necessarily the geographically next node. Subsequently length und time

П
n
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(between facility / settlement) and transport infrastructure need to be updated manually (see 
11.1.3).

16 Forecast Scenario Management
Base year model and forecast scenarios distinguish from each other basically with respect to 
land use data and transport network.

For the network a maximum version (see 11.1) is available where all measures and projects 
for all time horizons are already implemented. The User-defined link attributes (‘Measure’, 
‘MeasurelD’, and ‘LinktypeForecast’) are populated with information regarding the source of 
measure (TRACECA project or national measure) and the proposed link characteristics (link 
type). The scenario management currently is to be carried out in an external excel file 
(Infrastructure Measures_fdatej.xls). There the columns ‘COMPLETION2020’ and 
‘COMPLETION2030’ indicate whether a particular measure will be completed until 2020 or 
2030 (where 0 stands for not completed, 1 for completed). Subsequent to that change the 
link speeds and capacities will be listed according to the proposed link type and have to be 
copied back into the VISUM version for the chosen scenario (horizon year) respectively.

By selecting the appropriate settings for time horizon in the control file (see 12.2.2) the land 
use data as calculated for 2008, 2020 and 2030 will be automatically adopted and included in 
the freight demand calculation. The VISUM versions for impedance calculation and iterations 
to be specified will be the previously prepared and saved ones.

In order to generate and manage VISUM version files for scenarios (possibly for different 
time horizons) individual changes to links, connectors and / or zones can be carried out. 
However, it is recommended to manage changes within VISUM or externally (e.g. in MS 
Excel) in a systematic way. In VISUM this could be done by applying filters and subsequently 
changing all the respective network elements. In MS Excel especially the update of link 
attributes can be done semi-automated.

An example ‘lnfrastructure-Measures.xls’ is included in the TRACECA model files. The 
sheets "TRACECA Projects’ and 'National Measures’ allow for updating link attributes 
according to the selection of measures to be considered for the proposed scenario. The 
exchange between VISUM and MS Excel is carried out by copying attributes from and to 
VISUM lists (it’s recommended to use the predefined list layout ‘Measure’) and the sheets 
respectively.

In order to use the file the following attributes need to be adequately populated with the 
appropriate values:

Attribute Input

MEASURE Name of the measure

MEASURED A numeric identifier for the measure

LINKTYPEFORECAST The appropriate VISUM linktype chosen and to be appointed for the respective 
links

COMPLETION2020 1 for completion 2020, 0 otherwise
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Attribute Input

COMPLETION2030 1 for completion 2030, 0 otherwise

Table 15: User defined link attributes relevant for network scenario management

1. Define and activate filter for links to be changed

2. Open link list (for active objects only) and chose layout ‘measure.lla’

3. Copy list content for the selected links to clipboard

4. Paste clipboard content in MS Excel sheet starting from the cell ‘ŞVISION’ (A2)

For measures where the user defined attribute ‘COMPLETION2020’ or ‘COMPLETIO2030’ is 
set to 1 the relevant attributes speed (‘VOPRT’) and capacity (‘CAPPRT’) will be set to new 
values according to standard values for the linktype chosen for forecast. The linktype 
(TYPENO’) is updated too. For remaining links the attributes stay unchanged

1. Select list content in columns W to AB (for 2020) or AD to Al (for 2030) from cell 
‘SVISION’ (W2 or AD2) to bottom-right cell and copy to clipboard

2. Past list content in VISUM link list

3. Save VISUM version with appropriate name

In case the TRACECA link types will be changed or amended the linktype list with the 
standard attributes in sheet ‘LinkTypes’ need to be updated.

Subsequent to the network changes a model run for the scenario with the proposed 
infrastructure changes will be started by opening the control file, choosing the horizon year 
and the new scenario VISUM version (and possibly different assignment settings and/or 
landuse data). In order to keep previous skim and demand matrices (e g. for comparison 
reasons) separate folders can be created and chosen.

n

)
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